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Candidates Rate Well with their Schools
By Eddie Donohue
Dr. Helen Popovich and Dr.
Pau IWeiler have received positive
remarks from their respective
campus newspapers and other
people working with the two

presidential candidates. The third
candidate, Dr. Elsa Gomez, was
unable to be reached for comment
nor were other sources having
information on the dean.
A late-breaking development in

Candidates Speak Out
By Rhonda Ruch
Student Organization election
speeches last Tuesday brought out
some hostile tempers from both
the candidates and the audience
members. Ironically, all the candidates expressed a concern for
improvement in open communications between the Student Organization staff and the Kean College
community.
Christine Kinnahan, Michelle
Muscanell,and EgdaCamachoare
all running unopposed for Assistant
National Student Affairs Director,
Assistant Secretary, and Secretary
respectively. All were firm about
speaking for themselves, even
though each is a sole candidate.
Courtney Johnson and Melissa
Young are both familiar with their
proposed position, Assistant
Treasurer. Each has served with

,,_ ,.,,,.,,IOI!

like to be on the other side of the
fence,• he said. "With this
knowledge, I feel I can solve group's
problems because I've had them
solved for me before. Open
communication, though, is essential
in getting anything accomplished."
The major points of controversy,
came between Presidential
candidates Harry Hoffman and
Chris Reinmuth. Darren Lewan, a
third candidate, was not present
for the debates.
Hoffman senses a lack of
communication is one reason why
so many people are "in the dark"
about important issues pertaining
to the college. •1 asked a few
people my first semester here what
Student Organization was, and they
couldn't answer me. The President,
or anyone, can't sit in their office
all day. He_::_o111r~sh~eiiihil,:ad
~UliiiiiliifiMlfii,,-

the search process was the the candidate sent out by the search
announcement of Dr. George Ayers committee. She has also been Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
dropping out of the race.
The president of Chicago State at the University of Puerto Rico University had sent a memo to Mayaguez.
search committee member Dr. Ruth
These experiences could be
O'Dell announcing his decision weighed heavily by the Board of
on Monday. Dr. O'Dell, a member Trustees, as the college's emphasis
of the Board of Trustees, announced on multi-culturism is frequently
the news to the board at their stressed.
public meeting that night.
Dr. Paul Weller, President of
It was rumored that Chicago Framingham State College in
State University had received phone Massachusetts, is viewed by
calls from several Kean faculty professor Josephine Reiter, head
members calling with regards to of the faculty union, as a "vigorous
allegations concerning Ayers. A and receptive president who has
photocopy of the university's made decisive contributions
newspaper, Tempo, had been particularly in the area of external
obtained by at least one faculty affairs."
member in which the top headline
Professor Reiter cited the fact
read "President Ayers to be Fired?" that Weller convinced the college's
The Independent, as well, had Board of Trustees not to take a
called the president's office at the court case involving equal pay of
university asking for an interview female farulty merrbers any further,
with Ayers. Dr. Elsa Gomez will r.onvinci ng the board to end the
be visiting Kean today and case after it had been appealed;
tomorrow. Her open reception, . but, before it wou Id go to the state
which the public is invited to attend, supreme court. Because he
will be today between four and convinced the board not to pursue
five p.m. in the Alumni Lounge in it any further, according to Reiter,
Downs Hall.
the female faculty members were
Gomez is presently Dean of the awarded a 2.8 millin dollar
College of Arts and Sciences and settlement
the Director of the Graduate
T~

tfte ~ afrd"-Pennsylvania. ~ besn her
find oul what the problems are, . of
career at the UnMrif\y oflJuerto
and
solve
them.•
Johnson has seven goals he'd like
Rico, according to a biography of
Both Reinmuth and Hoffman
toaccomplish if elected, including
a look into investments with Student are concerned with commuters and
Organization monies, more their lack of information, and
interaction with the funded groups, stressed getting them more involved.
Reinmuth touched upon
and maintaining a positive
important
issues that will effect
comrRJnication with all the groups.
Young feels strongly about having students come September. "We
open comrRJnications between the already know that prohibition
Treasurer's office and all Funded doesn't work (relating to the
Groups, and will p,.,.n workshops P"~sibility of one wet dorm next
By Christine Knorr
for all funded group chairpersons ser.iester). Security needs improveand treasurers so finances can run ment. We confuse the issues.• He
On Tuesday, April 4, during
smoottily for everyone. •it's a also spoke for more housing . Human Relations Week the garden
learning process for all rJ us,• Young ("commuting ar.d school become outside of the Sloan Lounge was
said. John Davila and Tom Green a chore■), ar.<! the inconvenience dedicated to Dr. Martin Luther
are each seeking the position of of students leaving the campus King Jr. The project for the garden
Vice President. Davila proposed because of financial instabilities. was started by Richard Murray,
to help Squires pay for their new ■our bank needs a Mac Machine.• President of I.S.A., and Todd
Hoffman and Reinmuth agree Dowdy-Sloan, Vice President of
ambulance, lower the amount of
adjuncts in classrooms, and have that a change is coming, both in Chapel and "Pledge Master" for
six standing information boards Student Organization and with a Phi Beta Sigma.
Todd hoped that the garden _
placed around the campus for clubs new college president "If we
and organizations to post minutes change, we must then progress," would help bring the black people
or meeting dates for everyone to said Hoffman. Reinmuth agreed, "closer together and more at home"
see. However, Mr. Davila didn't and ended with, "I think we should in the college community. The
touch upon how he will work with all look into making Kean a model project achieved this as well as
the funded groups, which is the for all other colleges to learn from." bringing other groups closer together
Elections ar April 18 in the and integrating such as, the Greeks
primary task of the vice-president.
Green has prior experience with College Center, from 9:00 a.m. to and B5.U. Richard Murray stressed
that Dr. King's "dream" is a universal
funded groups: "I know what it's 5:00 p.m.
dream because oppression is still
in our world.
The garden was sponsored by
the colleges Ethnic Groups as well
as Student Organizations and
Student Activities. Pat Ippolito, Vice
President for Student Services, felt
"this project was something to call
our own and fulfill Dr. King's
News ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,3, 1 O, 11
dream." The groups are also
Letters •..•••••••...........................•.•••.••........... 4
commissioning student William
5-7
Breitenback to make a $1,200
Commentary ••••••••••••.•.•.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
bronze bust of Dr. King to sit upon
Arts & Entertainment •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14,16
a marble pedastal in the garden by
Comics ••.•.....................................••.•••.•.•..• 18
the fall of 1989.
The speeches ended with Dr.
Personals ••.•.•.•••..•...........•........••..•...•..•...•.• 19
Barbara
A. Wheeler-Hall. Dr.
20
Announcements•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Wheeler-Hall reminded everyone
Classifieds ••.••••••........... ~ ...........••.•.•••••••••.•.••• 21
that January 15 of this year would
have been Dr. King's 60th birthday.
Sports .•.•.•••...••.•.....................•....•••.•••..•••..••• 24
She expressed one of Dr. King's
ideologies "belief" in her story of
two boys and a fisherman. The
moral of her story was that all

tlCtnd and -fJotft are
\reuul'el'• iGI' fr>upa on campus.

was
grievance on other campuses and

not even havetogothrough court."
Reiter also lauded the president
for his "important role" in the
Framingham State College
Foundation, a foundation for private
investment. Reiter said that "he
really believes in alternate funds
for education.•
Paul Gilmour, Editor in Chief of
the school newspaper, the Gate
Post, spoke of Weller recently
leading a protest in the state capital
of 1,000 Framingham students,
protesting the huge budget cuts
which meant a $435,000 dollar
revision in Framingham's budget
for this year.
According to Gilmour, the state
legislature has cut 72 million dollars
out for state schools this year. The
editor in chief, who was sorry to hear the news that Weller might
not be with the school next year,
said that Weller is the only state
school presidentoutof 27 to refuse
fee increases to fight the taking
back of state-appropriated fun ds .
'Weller has always stressed high
quality education for a low cost,•
said Gilmour. Both Gilmour and
Reiter spoke of his monthly open
meetings he holds with students.
In a December meeting with
the
.
and

(Continued on Page 3)

Garden Serves as
Memorial to Dr. King
anyone.needed in life was a little
■ooit and belief.• ·Richard Murray
summed up the dedication in the

la,t line of his speech, •if you have
a dream go for it and don't give up
hope.■

Table of Contents

The Martin Luther King Garden was opened last Tuesday.
,"holo by Jim Cunnlngh""'
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What's Going On •

• •

Campus Calendar
Friday, April 14, 1989

3:00 pm - 10:00 pm
. 7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm

Stude nt Organ ization
C.P .T.S.

Saturday, April 15, 1989

"Garba" Dance
N.J. Ballet
CLEP Test

6:00 pm - 2:00 am
8:00 pm
8:30 am - 4:00 pm

Alumn i Lounge
RoomB

CC Cafeteria
Wilkins Theatre
D.R. J ,2,3

Sunday, April 16, 1989

2:30
6 :00
1 :00
7:00
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pm prn pm pm -

7:00 pm
10:00 pm
5:00 pm
9:00 pm

1.F.M.
Sea Calm Ministries
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Catholic Mass

Alumni Lounge .
DR2&3
Room A
Room B

1 :00 pm
6:00 pm
10:00 pm
1 :30 pm
11 :oo .pm
10:00 pm

M.A.T. Testing
Hotline
Hostage Crisis Simulation
Phi Sigma Alpha
Delta Sigma Pi
English Stud. Lecture

Browsing Room
Browsing Room
D.R. 2,3
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Room A

Tuesday, April 18, 1989

9:00 am - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3 :00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
7:00 pm -11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - , , :00 pm

World Game
KC Jam
Eng. Stud. Assoc.
G.C.C.
J.S.U.

I.S.A.
S.C.S.C.
Chinese Culture Club
AMA Marketing Club

S.A.M.
I.V.C.F.
Day Care Center
Phi Beta Sigma
Pre-Law Club
A.C.M.
Commuter Club
Alpha Kappa Psi
Criminal Justice Club
Leadership Dinner
Sigma Beta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho

7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm

Nu Sigma Phi
Sigma Theta Chi

7:40
7:40
7:40
7:40
8:00

Criminal Justice Club
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Zeta Delta Pi
Walter Price Concert

pmpm pm pm pm

10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10

pm
pm
pm
pm

D'Angola Gym
D.R. 2
W-307
J-138
J-136
J-203
J-140
J-142
W-300
W-411
J-135
CSS-108
J-204A
J-303
T-212
Freshman Center
J-304
J-308
Alumni Lounge
Room A
Dining Room 2
Dining Room 3
Room •s•
8-123
J-2048
B-2088
T-207
Wilkins Theatre

Wednesday, April 19, 1989

1 :00 pm 7:00 pm 7:00 pm 7:00 pm 7:00 pm 3:05 pm 3:05 pm 3:05 pm 3 :05 pm 3:05 pm -

3:00 pm
10:00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
4 :20 pm
4 :20 pm
4 :20 pm
4 :20 pm
4:20 pm

Mid- Day Live Jazz
Alpha Theta Pi
Rho Sigma Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Lambda Theta Alpha
S.C.S.C.
AMA Marketing Club
I.V.C.F.
Criminal Ju stice Club
Peace Ce nter

Thursday, April 20, 1989

8:00 pm - 1 :00 am
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm

At Monday night's Public
Meeting of the Board ofTr ustees of
Kean College of New Jersey, Ruth
D. O'Dell, Chairperson of the Board
announced t hat Dr. George Aye rs
has w ithdrawn his candidacy fo r
President of Kean College.
As previously announced, the
three semi -finalists for t he
presidency of Kean College of New
Jersey will be visiting our campus
during the month of April. The
dates of each visit and brief vitas
follow.

DR. ELSA GOMEZ
APRIL 13 AND 14

Monday, April 17, 1989

10:00 am 4:30 pm 5:00 pm 11 :30 am 7:00 pm 7:00 pm -

College Presidential Candidate Bios

New Stud. Co mm. Party
All College Picnic

Sloan Lounge
D.R. 3
Room A
Alumn i Lounge
Room B
J-140
W-300
J-135
J-139
J-138

CC Cafeteri a
Basketball Cts.

Co-op Jobs = Academic Credit;
Salary, Work Experience

Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and Director of the
Graduate Program at Lock Haven
University in Lock Haven,
Pennsylvania, since 1987.
She was previously the Director
of Academic Programs at the
Massachusetts Board of Regents of
Higher Education as well as an
Associate Dean of the Collge of
Arts and Sciences at the University
of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez. Dr.
Gomez began her teaching career
at the University of Puerto Rico as
an instructor and was promoted
through the ranks to full professor
of Italian and Humanities. She is
active on Middle States Accreditation Visiting Teams as well as
serving on the Faculty Professional
Development Council in Pennsylvania.

Dr. Gomez holds a b achelor's
degree in Spanish from t he college
of St Elizabeth, where she graduated
Magna Cum Laude, a master's
degree in Italian from Middlebury
College, and a Ph .D. in Italian
from the University of Texas.
DR. PAUL WELLER
APRIL 24 AND 25

President of Frmaingham State
College
in
Framingham,
Massachusetts, since 1985.
After serving four years as a
research chemist at the IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center, Dr. Weller
entered the field ci higher education
in 1965 at SUNY-Fredonia. At
Fredonia he rose to the rank of Full
Professor and served as chair of
the Chemistry Department,
receiving the SUNY Chancellor's
Award for Teaching Excellence in
197 4. In 1975 he returned to the
Midwest as Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences and Professor of
-Chemistry at Western Illinois
University. In 1979 Dr. Weller
became Vice President for
Academic Affairs at California State
Polytechnic University-Pomona,
and was named Provost in 1984.
Throughout his career Dr. Weller
has published several books and
numerous professional articles.
A native of Illinois, Dr. Weller
received a bachelor's degree in
Chemistry with honors and
distinctions from the University of
Illinois and his Ph.D. in Organic
Chemistry from Cornell University
in 1962.

DR. HELEN POPOVICH
APRIL 26 AND 27

President and professor of Engl ish
at Fl orida Atlantic University in
Boca Raton, Florida, Dr. Popovich
has hel d her c urrent posts since
1983.
Previously, she was at Winona
State University in Minnesota for
five years, serving as Dean of Liberal
Arts, Vice-President for Academic
Affairs and, finally, as Acting
President for two years. Before that,
she had been at the University of
South ,Florida, first as Associate
Chairperson of the Department of
English and then as Associate Dean
of Arts and Letters.
Dr. Popovich has been active
in a number of professional
associations in which she has held
officer or board positions. She has
published in the area of English
and has made numerous
presentations, at professional
meetings, on literature and on
university and college administration. She is also very active in
commun ity organizations.
Dr. Popovich holds bachelor's
and master's degrees from the
Univeristy of Texas at El Paso and
a Ph.D. from the University of
Kansas.
The Board ofTrustees is pleased
that members of the Kean College
community will have the
opportunity to help the candidates
learn about our college, as well as
for us to learn about them.

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I've been experiencing difficulty

completing my classwork. I feel
like I'm under pressure since the
semester started and I don't feel
like I have enough time to get
things done. Much of the time, I
feel overwhelmed to the pointthat
I can only sit and worry over all I
havetodo. I knowth isonlywastes
time but I get this reaction a lot.
Signed,
Frustrated

Dear Frustrated,
· Be assured, you are not alone in
your situation. We were all much
less d isciplined and more relaxed
over the summe r and became used
to more free time. Committing to
school is a big adjustment which
affects your whole lifestyle.
First of all, ifthereare problems
you 're worried over wh ich prevent
you from allowing yourself to
concentrate on your classwork, we
can help. Don't hesitate to come
in and speak to a counselor- we all
need someone to listen sometimes.
Or if it's lack of self esteem, "I

girlfriend. I'm starting to feel like
I do all the giving and no receiving.
I am always doing the working and
cooking and worrying. In fact, the

know I can never do this, I'm not more responsibility I take, the less
good enough" we can help you to responsible she becomes. She
see how that's interfering with your doesn't consider my needs or
true abilities.
appreciate my efforts,yet I'm still
Or it may just be poor study drawn to her and very commited.
ski Ils. There are numerous areas to I know it's not healthy but most of
attain tutoring for different subjects: my relationships end up like th is.
come and sign up with S.A.Y.
Exhausted
(Students Assisting You) or for
read ing and writing skills, go to
the Writing Lab in J-200.
Dear Exhausted,
One important study skill is ,
It's good that you recognize
time management, Don't get that what you're caught up in is
overwhelmed-begin to use your not healthy. You need to be aware
time effectively. Make lists of your of your needs and learn to ask for
assignments and plan how much whatyoudon'tget. Arelationsh ip
time you need, then work on one has to be balanced in many respects
at a time as soon as you have a free and mutual consideration a nd
ti me. Then reward yourself as you respect is importa nt for ind ividual
complete them thoroughly. Ma ke growth. Being aware of th is pattern
sure to include plenty of healthy in your relationships is the first
excercise in your weekly and daily step to positive change. I would
life- it refreshes and puts you in a suggest you seek counseling to
better frame of mind to concentrate. help you work on this issue and
Please send letters to The also recommend you join a group.
Counseling Center and Connie will We offer a group called 'Women
be happy to reply.
Who love Too Much" which also
pertains to men who suffer from
the same addiction to undependable
D ear Connie: ,
I'm having tro uble w ith my or unstab le partners.

1) Job #2043 - Market Research Coder - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible,
Salary: $5.00/Hr.
2) Job #2042 - Staff positions- P/f - 15-20 Hrs. - Health Recreation
Career Services Center
Majors, Salary: Open
3) Job #2041 - Production Coordinator Assistant, P/f - 15/20 Hrs.
Each year, from September to early May, the Kean College Career Services Center sponsors an on-campus
Flexible, Salary: Open
Recruitment Program primarily for seniors. Representatives from business, government and graduate schools
4) Job #2040 - Programmer - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible, Computer visit our office to interview students interested in jobs and graduate study.
Science Major, Salary: $7.00/Hr.
All students and alumni interested in signing up for appointments for April, 1989 may do so beginn ing
5) Job #2039 - Market Research Assistant - P/f, Flexible Hrs., March 15, 1989 in the Career Services Center, located in the Main Building of the East Campus. For additional
Salary: $5.00 - $8.00/Hr. depending on experience.
information about the On-Campus Recruitment Program, please call 201-527-2040.
6) Job #2038 - To Assist Scientist, P/f & F/f - 20 Hrs. & 40 Hrs.
MAJORS AND POSITIONS SOUGHT
DATE
COMPANY
Salary: $400/wk.
7) Job #2037 - Jr. Accounting, F/f - 30-40 Hrs. Flexible, Salary:
$8.00/$8.50ft'tr.

8) Job #2036 - Department of the Army - 3 Cer0ps, Personnel
Mgmt., Accounting, Transportation Management, Salary: Open
9) Job #2035 - Stand Managers and Assistant Stand Managers,
P/f & F/f, 16-20 Hrs. and/or 40-45 Hrs., Salary: $7.24 & $6.50,
Food Experience preferred.
10) Job #2035 - Customer Service Rep. , P/f & F/f, Min. Hrs. 20 &
Max. 40 hrs./Wk. Salary: $7.00/Hr.
11) Job #2033 - Warehouse Clerk - P/f, Daytime hrs., Flexible Monday-Friday, Salary: $5.00 - $6.00/Hr. All
levels of
Management Majors

4/14/89

Premier Industrial Corp.
Elizabeth, NJ

Sales/Sales Management positions. Busrness/Marketing majors preferred. Seniors and Alumni.

4/18/89

MCR Corporation
Wayne, NJ

Sales Representatives and Computer Technician
positions. Business/Computer Science or any interested major. Seniors and Alumni.

4/ 18/89

Midwest Mechanical
Contractors of NJ, Inc.
Fa irfield, NJ

Assi stant Project Manager positions. Mechan ical
Contracting majors. Seniors and Alumn i. Resume
c utoff date: April 7, 1989
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Gomez on Campus Today
(Continued from Page 1)

Kristine Chromen, news editor graduates who were freshmen and
of the Atlantic Sun, the newspaper ~ophomores.
Chromen also mentioned that
for Florida Atlantic University,
surmised Dr. Helen Popovich's Popovich "did a lot of lobbying"
presidential term as one in which for the university's two newest
she was gaining in popularity academic buildings, a building for
"because she is finally reaching social science and another for
· science and engineering.
out to students."
Harry Skallerup, Associate
Chromen attributed any lack of
accessibility with students to the Director of Libraries, spoke of how
fact that the college, in 1984, had the president had pushed for better
undergone a transition from minority representation in the
primarily a graduate institution to faculty, and how "she made the
one that started accepting under- faculty and administration work

Campus Life

for it." Skallerup stated that she has
also been working hard for a
research and development park.
Skallerup had mentioned that
many faculty had been displeased
with what they thought was a lack
of faculty input. He went on to say,
however, "We are a growing
university and the Board of Regents
(similar to New Jersey's Board of
Higher Education) has imposed very
strict time scales on our expansion,
and its hard for even the best of
adminstrators to get all of the input"

Compiled by the Independent Staff
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Peace Fair Today
World Games Tuesday
The Kean College of New Jersey
Peace Center in keeping with its
mission to promote global
understanding and world peace,
has scheduled a peacefaironApril
13 and a "World Game" on April
18.
The Peace Fair will take place
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and is free
and open to the pub Iic. Several
peace organizations will display
materials and distribute information.
World Game Projects, Inc., a
20-year-old non-partisan organization originated by Buckminster
Fuller, will open activities at 1 :30
p.m. April 18 in the D'Angola
Gymnasium. World Game Projects
are meant to provide creative
alternatives to war games. The
corporation is based in Philadelphia.
World Game players willl be
students in the roles of
international leaders solving social,
political,
economic
and
environmental problems. The game
has been played by the U.S. State

Department, the World Future
Society, schools, colleges and
corporations. The event lasts about
four hours and is free and open to
tl,e public.
Some of the organizations that
will be included in the April 13
peace fair will be Maryknoll
Missionaries, World Federalist
Association, and Union County
Sane/Freeze.
Kean College Peace Center
Student members include Maria
Martelli of North Arlington; Liz
Thomas of Union; Tony Festa of
Elizabeth; Rich Murray of Perth
Amboy; Darren Lewan of Scotch
Plains; Daniel Lanza of North
Brunswick; and Manny Cantor of
Hillside.
Advisors include Dr. George
Burtt of Middletown, a professor
of philosophy; Dr. Robert Bruel of
Elizabeth, an associate professor
of psychology; and Dr. Miriam
Herman of West Orange, an
instructor of politcal science.

College Students:
FUNDS
are now available for your
EDUCATION

-Can anyone explain what this is? Well its sure has been there a long time!
,,,_ by t.our<a, Caniz-

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING

Scholarships*, Fellowships*, Grants*
YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEEDl
reg_ardless of financial status pr ac,idemic ~rfQrman~• .
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

. .

-·~-,4J.!J 1-800-283-8328
0

~~-1~

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement

· - - -,ACADEMIC FINANylAL ADVISORY PROGRAM

If you are not fortunate enough to be offered employment by a campus recruiter. how will you conduct
an effective job search ?

YN WON'T FIND HER PROGRAM
FOR SUCCESS INSIDE A COMPUTER.
In a neighborhood burdened by the
statistics of poverty and unemployment_. Rita
Irene Esparza has a program for educating
the young.
For students at St . Joe's, the distractions from greatness are many... broken
homes, street gangs, drug abuse, incest,
even suicide. But Sr. Rita Irene believes that
the character of future achievers is made
from within.
' 'My job as educator is_to make
them believe they can be anything they want

to be . But it's education with a price. I tell
them getting ahead means taking someone
else along. I know what that kind of sup~,o rt
can do for kids. I was there once myself.
Now when she computes the odds
of her students learning the value of selfworth and compassion , she says , ''I'm not
the on.~ teaching. It's the spirit of God
1n me.

For more informition on a lire d
Mercy. conuct ~ureen Qvistensen, RSM.

~·dMer-c.ydNcwJeney, 201-7SS-5661

The Sisters ol Mercy
· PROFESSIONAL WOMEN IN EDUCATION, HEALTH CARE. PARJSH MINISTRY AND SOCIAL WELFARE

Can you identify those companies in the New York
Metropolitan area that might hire someone with your
qualifications?
Our database contains more than 7 ,500 New York
area employers (over 2.600 in New Jersey). We can
help you to identify those companies which may be
•
interested in your qualificat ions and_experience.
Simply indicate those area codes which represent
your geographical search targets. You_may choose either two (specify which
two) OR all six . in which case . we will search our entire database.
_

Area Code Choices: 201, 203, 212, 215,609, 914.
Clearly identify your major. employment interests and target industries(Business Administration . Finance. Banking , etc). Based on your selection.
we will search our database for employers that meet these guidelines .
A printout of potential employers (company name . address and phone
number if available) will be returned to you . Also ._AT NO EXTRA COST. we
will include two useful and informative job hunting booklets.

- - - - - - S e n d check or money order:-----$60.00 for TWO area codes ... $120.00 Jor ALL SIX
plus $4.00 postage and handling
(New Jersey residents add 6% sales tax)

ORDER TODAY!
Or for more information. wri te to us including your name and current address.

PRACTICAL SERVICES
CORPORATION
P.O . Box 294 . Hillsdale . New Jersey 07642-0294
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Editorial
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As most of you undoubtably know, officer elections
for Student Organization are just around the corner
(Tuesday, April 18, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. in front
of the Little Theatre).
The campus is dotted with various campaign posters
and your candidates are out there shaking hands and
discussing issues, and basically campaigning their
hearts out in general.
The candidates came before the Editorial Board of
the Independent on the night of Wednesday, April 5
for what turned out to be five hours of in-depth
interviews... eachcandidatevyingforthelndependent
endorsement and hopefu I ly your vote on election day.
It should be noted that although we can only
endorse one candidate per position and you can only
vote for one candidate, the candidates all deserve
respect and thanks for their hard work, ambition and
interest in serving us to make Kean College a better
place.
The lndependent 1s endorsement list reads as follows:

Art Vandalisin A Criine
Dear Editor,
I was distressed to read the
article CRIME RESTRICTS ART
ACCESS in your February 16, 1989
Independent (page 6). It is hard to
believe that in these great halls of
higher learning that art, artifacts,
and exhibitions are closed to
students in some universities. But
then it only takes a few vandals or
visgoths to halt aesthetics, freedom

of movement, press, progress, etc.
I think back to 1971 when we
moved into the new Vaughn-Eames
building. The Fine Arts majors
were so pleased and so excited
that they lent their artwork in
celebration - only to have their
work "ripped-otr the walls.
Then there is the College
Collection works of noted artists,
alumni, faculty and students, Well,
no more in Downs, framed works

and paintings used as bulletin boards
or removed to dusty corners.
We do our best. We cannot
please all aesthetic views but this
does not give the dissenters the
righttovandalize, destroy, remove
or steal artworks or gallery greenery.
One Ayatullah Khomeini is
enough. Thanks for the CPS article.

Zara Cohan
College Curator

Election -,89:
A Concerned Alumni Speaks Out
Dear Editor,
It has come to my attention that
the student organization elections
are next Tuesday.Being a recent
graduate of Kean, I know the
importance of such an election.
This is why I urge the voting
members of Kean to take care for
your vote, for it could determine
the outcome d some very important
issues.
I was very pleased to then find
out that the Vice Presidential
candidate John D. Davila was not
endorsed by any of the executive
• board members, he so closely

President: Christopher Reinmuth
Vice President: Tom Green
Asst.Treasurer: Courtney Johnson
Asst. Director/NSA: Christine Kinahan
Asst. Secretary: Michelle Muscanell

worked with. This should tell you
something about his character and
his ability to work with others. In
fact I was even more surprised to
find outthattheexecutiveboard of
the junior class (excepting John)
was noahe one elected last fall. In
other words 'they all quit.'
I ask you then, is this the type,
of person you want to represent
you, the students, as your next
Student Org. vice-president? I
should hope not. But if that is not
enough to convince you, why don't
you ask John about the various
Junior class events that didn't take

place. Such as the fashion show,
the lip sync contest, and sponsoring
a little league team. Also you should
know about the Children's
International Sponsorship th~t he
canceled without the consent of
his class representatives. luckily,
however, theJuniorclasswasable
to reapprove the original motion
to sponsor a child.
Once again I would like to say
to you students that you should
carefully think about who you select
to represent you. Follow the advice
of the current executive board.
Thank you.
A Concerned Alumni

WKNJ's Administrative Outlook
Dear Editor,

The office of S.O. President is a highly visible and
demanding job to fill. The Students of Kean deserve a
leader who is ready to take the helm and take command
from day one. This is the reason we have endorsed
Christopher Reinmuth over his equally ambitious and
noteworthy competitor, Harry Hoffman.
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What

impressed us the most was Mr. Reinmuth's extensive
experience on campus, in funded groups and of course,
in Student Organization. We feel that Christopher
Reinmuth is ready, willing and able to undertake the
responsibilities of Student Organization President.
Also, not to be taken lightly, is who we choose as
our Vice President. Running for V.P. are two very
impressive and distinguished candidates:John Davilla
and Tom Green. Both are experienced leaders. Our
endorsement decision was not one taken lightly.
We endorse Mr. Green because of his abundance
of experience in the funded groups that Student Org
represents, and Student Org committees as well. We
feel that his well rounded experience on 11 both sides of
the fence11 and open minded nature, which is so
important in a college of such diversity, make Mr.
Green the best possible leader for the position.
Running for Assistant Treasurer are Courtney Johnson
and Melissa Young. Both candidates have Student Org
experience, but we feel that Mr. Johnson's impressive
involvement on the Finance Board and relevant
knowledge as an accounting major give him an important
edge over his competitor. We feel that Courtney Johnson
will do an outstanding job if elected.
Running unoppsed for the office of Assistant Director
of National Student Affairs is Christine Kinahan. We
endorse Miss Kinahan due to her experience,
determination, and unrelenting ambition to get involved
in Student Organization .
Running for Assistant Secretary is Michelle Muscanell
(also unopposed). Miss Muscanell receives our
endorsement because of her strong confidence,
experience, and technical knowledge in the necessary
areas. We are convinced that she will do a good job.
, Now that you 've heard our voice, we want to hear
your voice. Say it through the ballot. A vote is worth
a thousand words. We 'll see you at the polls !

Editorial Board members Eric L. Greenberg and
Thomas Green did not parti ci pate in these proceedings
or the decisi ons resulting from them.

With respect to decisions
regarding the content of material
wh ich is broadcast on WKNJ-FM,
please be advised that this decision
rests entirely on the General
Manager acting in consultation with
the Department ci Communications
and Theatre.
No studeht tuition or student
activity fees are used towards the
support of the radio station. The
budget for the operation of WKNJFM is provided for entirely from
those revenues appropriated by the
State of New Jersey to the College
for the funding of academic
programs. WKNJ- FM is not studentowned, student-funded, nor studentmanaged.
The licensee for WKNJ- FM is
the Board of Trustees of Kean
College of New Jersey, and the
Board ofTrustees has assigned the
supervision and operation of the
radio station to the Department of
Communications and Theatre as
an integral part of our major in
Communications. WKNJ -FM is
not a •student activity" as this term
is normally defined on most college
campuses. WKNJ-FM has no
functional relationship whatsoever
to the Office of Student Activities,
Student Organization, or to the
Division of Student Personnel
Services on this campus. As a part
of the academic program, it is the
prerogative of the faculty in the
department to establish standards
of performance and prerequisites
for station membership eligibility.
In spite of some students desire
to see it run otherwise, they must
be aware that no other academic
laboratory on campus is "student
operated" nor are performance
standards in classrooms arrived at
by de mocratic consensus. WKNJFM is, first and foremost, a learn ing
laboratory whose primary function
is to teach students radio production
w ith in a realistic framework wh ich
closely replicates the structure and
organization of a commercial radio
station. No corporate radio station,
to the best of our knowledge, is
"democratically" o.vned or operated
(i ncl uding those stations w ho b ill
themselves as "free form" rad io) .
In the "real world " of broa dcast
media, decisions as to which records
are played or what programs a re
broadcast are done so sole ly by
station management "Play lists",

which disc jockeys must routinely
follow (should they wish to remain
employed that is), are decided upon
by management. Similarly, all radio
stations are subject to local , state
and federal laws which govern
obscene and indecent broadcasts,
including the screening and
exclusion of certain records which

do not conform to those standards.
This too is reality in the operation
of our college radio station;
"creativity", personal tastes, likes
or dislikes and poetic license aside.
The risks of doing otherwise would
be forfeiture of the license to
broadcast. Things are not arbitrarily
{Continued on Page 5)
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Keen on Kean

. ByMannyCantor

· Do Foreign Accents Threaten Us?
~ost i_mmigr~nts_ fro,:n Europe
toth1s reg1°!1, earlier m th1~ century,
came seeking ~ _better life. They
found _the realities far from the
glamorized accounts that often had
lured them from the old country.
. However; there were jobs, there
'were opportunities. The economy
was expanding. The pay was usually
low, the hours long, the working
conditions deplorable.
They settled into adjacent
neighborhoods where earlier
pioneers had made their homes.The
dominant language in each was
the old world mother tongue,
spoken at home and on the street
by parents and grandparents, and
by the first crop of children. There
was a proliferationof ethnic social
forms. Newspapers, daily and
weekly, were published, in Italian,
Hungarian, Yiddish, Polish,
Ukranian, Slavish, German and
other languages. Fraternal
organizations, mutual benefit
societies, cultural dLbs, all speaking
the mother tongue, were
widespread.
What happened to the storied
"melting pot?" It did operate, in the
long run. There was friction, there
were strains, there was struggle.
But all these "foreigners" were
absorbed into the society.
The power structure, the political
control of most social institutions,
especially the education system,
was White Anglo-Saxon Protestant
(WASP). It was the aspiration of
the next generation, the children
0,

immigrant families,

usually

shared with the parents, \o win
acceptance, to •make it,• in the
WASP-dominated society. There
were big obstacles, thesocietywas
resistant. Discriminatory practices
abounded. Italians, for example,
found it most difficult to buy or
rent housing in many neighborhoods. Colleges and universities
had quota systems limiting
enrollment of certain groups. Jews
and Italians were particularly
victimized. Many a medical student
of these ethnic origins had to go
abroad. ·Discrimination in hiring
was rampant.
It is ironic, isn't it, that it is
descendants of these earlier victims
of discrimination who today are
often the most virulent in their
resistance to the integration of
Hispanic and Asian immigrants,
not to mention African-Americans.
A very important, oft-neglected,
chapter in our story is the role of
the trade unions. Many immigrants
had influences stemming from
socialist background, and they
pioneereed in organizing unions
like the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers, the International Ladies
Garment Workers and the Furriers
Union . These not only brought
bargain ing power to raise the pay,
reduce the hours, and improve the
working conditions, but gave a
sense of dignity and provided
cultural influences, often in the
native language.
Some idea and appreciation of
the integration and absorption into
our social fabric of new strains of
immigrants is possible merely by a ·
good look at the names of those
e merging today in every field of
ende avor. It is the "foreign" names
that are more and more prominent
in busine ss, in the professions, in
the sciences, in pol itics on e\!ery
level. The immigrant languages and
cultures have enriched ou r own
langu age a nd c ulture. No t
unimporta nt, they have vastly
improved our diet. As you took
part or watched the proud parade
on St. Patrick's Day, or wore your

b!t of green, whatever your.origin,
did you remember, or did you
~ven_ know, that o~ce there w_ere
riots 1~ our streets directed against
the Irish?

Letter.'C'

My l_imited probe of th~ rea~ion
to the firs~ ~olumn on this subject
gav~ add1t1onal proof to the conclus1on that many people on campus
are unhappy that foreign tongues,

especially Spanish, are so prevalent
at Kean College. Why don't ''they"
try to speak English was one
persistent objection. "I have the
feeling they are talking about me"

was another. A third was the opinion
that Spanish-speaking students at
Kean take only the courses offered
in the Spanish language.
.
(Continued on Page 6)

t.J

F acu lty 0~ers V zew
• 0if WKN.J
(Continued from Page 4)

"tampered" with at WKNJ-FM to
suit the whims of certain
administrators and faculty. Management decisions are and will remain
the prerogative of "management"
emotions and wishful thinking
notwithstanding. WKNJ-FM plays
a wide range r o n ~ music
to accommodate every legitimate
interest and taste.
In the "real world" of broadcasting, there is no "all-request
radio" format. Radio stations that
do take requests do so on request
lines which are screened by
someone other than the disc jockey
who is on the air. It's insufficient
to say that because someone "out
there" wants to hear a particular
record that there is a quid pro quo
obligation on the part of the station
to play that material. On-air
programming is to be predetermined by the disc jockey
operating within the framework of
station policy and existing FCC
law and regulations.

policies governing broadcasts. Nor
will it play material which advocates
racism, anti-semitism, sexism,
violence or homophobia no matter
how popular a particular artist may
be among a segment of the student
population. The college radio
station operates in the public trust
and will remain sensitive to the
legitimate rights of all groups in
our pluralistic society, Reason, not
whim, dictates our actions.
As a part of the regular academic
program of the College, there is no
inherent "right" for any student (or
other) groups to broad cast on the
radio station. Furthermore, it is
our understanding of communications law, based upon extensive
discussions w ith officials at the
Federal Communications Commission in Washington and with
several communications law
attorneys, that the First Amendment
of the Constitution of the United
States does not specifically provide
for a "right to broadcast" as a part

The telephones were removed

of any legal defi11ition of what

from the studio because d excessive

constitutes freedom of speech.
Broadcast media are, in point of

ex

telephone bills generated by some
of the more "creative• disc jockeys
wishing to demonstrate their
"leadership." Bills in excess nine-hundred dollars ($900) were
received by the College which
included calls to party lines and
other 900 numbers (creativity?).
These expenditures represent an
unauthorized use of station phone
lines and a waste of limited funds
which could have been used to
improve the technical equipment
at the station. There is no free
lunch, WKNJ- FM is not a club
house. The irresponsibility demonstrated in this matter cannot be
ignored . Actions, both positive
and
negative,
do
have
consequences. The taxpayers of
the State of New Jersey have a
right to see that their funds are
expended in an appropriate manner.
The Department of Communications and Theatre will act to ensure that these funds are so expended.
_
WKNJ-FM will no longer play
material which violates either the
lette r or spirit of the law and FCC

ex

fact, strictly regulated in terms of
both program content and the
specific stipulations of the license
which is issued by the Federal
Communications Commission.
WKNJ-FM holds a "Class D"
Educational License which
specifically excludes programming
of an advocacy or editorial/
commentary nature. Broadcasts are,
in fact, regulated on a priority basis
while "freedom of speech" per se is
not, although libel and slander laws
do exist which regulate written
materials on an ex post facto basis.
An entire body and code of both
federal law and FCC policy exists
which regulates the operation of a
radio station and enjoins the Iicensee to adhere to those standards.
Similarly, each radio program
operator (disc jockey) must apply
for and be granted a Radiotelephone
Operator's Permit by the Federal
Communications Conmission prior
to being allowed to broadcast.
While the application process is
usually a proforma procedure, it is

not, quid pro quo, an automatic
one. All applicants at WKNJ- FM
must, prior to receipt of the permit,
obtain the approval and recommendation (as wel I as the
application form itselO of the
General Manager of the radio
station. This is a common practice
at all rad io stations and not a
prejudicial nor exclusionary one.
The Federal Conmunications
Commission, furthermore, specifically recognizes the role of a
General Manager as the essential
and appr6priate position for the
determination of program suitability
and the one responsible to ensure
compliance with the cond itions of
the license and adherence to
appropriate FCC policies a11d
regulations. Accordingly, it is the
General Manager alone, acting in
conjunction with the faculty in the
Department Conmunications and
Theatre, who determines both the
content and suitability of all
programming.

ex

"The

decision

to

carry

progranvning, in addition to the

stipulations contained in each
license, isonewhich maybe based
on format considerations or other
station guidelines and requisites.
No one is "obligated' to carry any
specific kind of programming, no
matter how well intentioned the
nature of the specific program may
appear to be or how "creative" an
individual may feel concerning their
own efforts in this area.
We hope this letter helps to
clarify the status; of WKNJ-FM with
respect to its relationship to student
activities and "... all rights given to
all student groups" alluded to in
several letters written by students
who have deliberately chosen to
challenge station policy and whose
own perceptions of what the
organization of WKNJ-FM should
be, remain misguided. It is not an
issue of stifling creativity, it is a
matter of educating within a
framework. Those students who
decide to take advan tage of this
unique learning opportunity and
are willing to make the necessary
committment to do so are all fully
informed of the regulations to which

they must adhere well in advance.
Individuals who choose later to
ignore and/or challenge those
policies and regulations do so at
their own risk and are subject to
consequences. Democracy does
not imply that everyone can do
whatever they please, democracy
rather is defined as a society
regulated by law and the will of
the majority of the citizens. The
citizens of this republic have
developed the law and those
regulatory agencies which oversee
broadcasts, the citizens of this State
have appointed trustees to act in
the public interest over the colleges,
faculty and administrators are also
entrusted by the citizens of this
State to discharge their professional
responsibilities to all students at
the College and to all of the people
of New Jersey. For the Communiications Department to do less (or
to capitulate to the illogical,
uninformed ramblings of the few
disgruntled and disappointed)

would be an abrogat,on o1 our
responsibilities. Student opinions
are welcome at WKNJ-FM and are

taken into consideration. Student
opinions, however, do not
determine or shape the operation
or policies of the station. Classrooms
are not, de jure, run by the students.
For those students who wish to
have a quality educational
experience in radio production,
WKNJ-FM is now (and will continue
to be) an academic laboratcxy where
thatlearningwilltakeplace. Those
'who disagree with either the policy
or organization of WKNJ-FM are
urged to take their time, "talent"
and energies elsewhere.
Very truly yours,
Dr. Lillian J. Trzesinski,
General Manager/
Faculty Director
Dr. James R. Murphy,
Chairperson
Department of
Communications and Theatre
and
The Department of
Communications and
Theatre Facul_ty

A Candidate Addresses Students
Dear Editor,
My name is Chris Reinmuth
and I'm running for President of
Student Organization. Iwould like
to take this opportunity to share
somethings with you, the students
of Kean College.
Since the college is over 90%
commuters, we have to improve
our communication to get them
out of their cars and into the clubs.
One way I plan to do this is by
utilizing and strengthen ing the
already establ ished Commuter
C lu b. Also, I plan on w orki ng w ith
the new President of the colle ge to
provide more housing; this is greatly
needed considering many stude nts
commute a n hour or more away
and consider going to school to be

a job.
All residents face their own
problems as well. I would like to
address the following: I am strongly
opposed to the drying out of any
more dorms. I feel that this is not
where the problem lies. The
problem is the security system.
We all know that the residents
don't vandalize and destroy their
own property. Most of this is done
by outside rs, namely those who
don 't even attend Kean.
I've he a rd ma ny pe opl e
complain about the inaccessib ility
of the bank. Since the banki ng
hours do not extend through the
evening classes, obtaining money
is a difficu lt process. My sol ution
is to install a MAC Machi ne in a

secure and highly accessible
location for all students to utilize.
One area that I feel Student
Organization should support more
actively through fund raising are
our sports teams. Improve ments
need to be made by updating the
field s, getting better equipment,
and lights on the fields for night
games.
As most of you know, East
Ca mpus has recently opened. This
fad Iity shou Id be utiIized more by
the students. There are new lockers,
a pool, a sau.na and offices. Also,
the weight room is going to be
expanded due to the student's voices
being heard on this subject.
In closing, there are five key
areas in which we can improve

communication among the student
body. By working closely with the
Freshman Center, we can distribute
literature through the Freshman
Seminar classes, which all freshmen
must take.
The upperclassmen also need
to be informed; this can be done
by the distribution of materials with
the he lp of the Commuter Club
and the Reside nt's Assi stants, thus
improving the ties among the
Commuter and reside nt students.
At this time I w ou ld like to
tha nk you for taking the time to
read this. I felt it was necessary to
add ress these specific issues due
to the rumors which have been
circulati ng.
Christopht?r Reinmuth
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Looking Into the New Era ofWKNJ
By June Gazek

before they can go on the air. I
believe that this is a step in the
represented by the col'lVTlunications right direction because many
department regarding participation students are not aware of everything
on WKNH
that goes into producing your own
It's been a year and a half since radio show.
the communications department
However, many students who
has been overseeing all aspects of are currently active on WKNJ do
WKNJ's broadcasts and many not agree with all station policies,
people feel it's a change for the namely, that of free assembly,
better. For example; Lillian freedom of speech, freedom of
Trezinski, faculty membertWKNJ's choice, records being pre-screened
general manager, feels very strongly for content, thedismissalsof many
that moving in the right direction · individuals for what one student
' because students that become· called it "without justification.•
involved will have to take courses
According to Bill McClain the
in the communications department former technical director of WKNJ,
Are student's interests being fairly

Drug Testing:
Your Stall or Mine?
By Todd Witten
And wouldn't you knowthatthere
Has the day arrived when some happens to be one out there, namely
of our pol iticians must submit to Urinanlysis (Oh no, not the UDrug Testing? I think the answer is word) . You might think me cruel
a definite yes! Now, before you for making such prominent men
dismiss this as far-fetched and submit to urine-testing, but after
ridiculous let me give you some all it is for their own good. Besides
"food for thought." John Tower the there is scientific proof that these
nominee for Secretary of Defense tests work. If you don't believe me
has been plagued with accusations ask the NFL, the NBA, or maybe
of heavy drinking, unfortunately your personal physician.
for us none have been confrmed. · In Mr.Tower's case alcohol is
In the midst of these allegations he the drug to search for in his
has nobly decided to pledge he excrement. Unfortunately for
will touch no alcohol if approved Johnny alcohol has a short life in
by the Senate. I have no qualms both urine and blood so in his case
with his pledge, even though he daily drug-testing must be
broke two VONS of marriage already, implemented. Nicotine is also
probably the wives' faults.
detectable in urine for a short time,
so Mr. Bill, you get to use the stall
Meanwhile, the "general" in next to your buddy John. These
charge of our War on Drugs is big, strong Conservatives can surely
waging his own private battle
against the Demons of Nicotine

addiction. After he was reminded
that Nicotine was a drug (something
he as Drug Czar should oppose)
Mr. Bennett entered a California
clinic to kick the habit, I guess he
realized that continuing to smoke
would make him a hypocrite. He
has also made a "pledge" (though
not formally) to quit the use of a
foreign substance, something these
Republicans seem to enjoy
nowadays.
Are we to believe that these
two men will follow through on
their respective promises? Ifor one
learned not to trust our bureaucrats,
remember Nixon? So in order for
us to take these guys seriously, we
must have a test to measure them
by one which will prove beyond a
reason of doubt that our esteemed
Republicans have kepttheir vows.

handle urinating in a bottle, if not,
then I'm certain they can't handle

their jobs anyways.
Who is the lucky man to
administer these daily tests? Why
the Surgeon General of course.
I'm pretty sure Mr.Koop wouldn't
mind helping these men to kick
their destructive habits. Besides
the two drugs in mention are the
cause in the deaths of more than a
few people each year in our nation.
And for you Republicans leery
about this proposal due to its cost,
fret not. This Drug-Testing will
end up costing us less money than
your last administration paid for
toilet seats in our bombers. Besides
these guys wi 11 be dealing with lots
of money each year, some of it
your own, and if we can't trust
them not to quit a few bad habits,
imagine what there is we can
actually trust them to do!!!

Keen on Kean .
(Continued from Page 5)
As to the last fear, students could
not graduate with such a schedule.
In fact there are very few Spanish
Majors at Kean . There is no argument against the fact that the more
you try to speak English, the faster
you learn it. Yetitshouldbeunderstood sympathetically that all
foreign-speaking people naturally
tend to use their native tongue, in
which they are more comfortable.
There are many Spanish-speaking
students at Kean College who are
. recent immigrants, with very limited
proficiency in English.
Several weeks ago I went to a
lab in Elizabeth for a blood workup. There were five employees in
the room I entered. Complexions
varied from black to fair. They
gave courteous, efficient service,
spoken and written, to the clients,
in English. They all joked and talked
to each other in Spanish. Should I
have been resentful, or fearful that
they were talking about me? I
remembered what was the pattern

in the work place when many of
our grandparents were there. In
the needle shops, for example, the
Jewish workers spoke Yiddish to
each other. The Italian workers
spoke Italian to each other. They
struggled with the English to manage
the minimum communication
required by the tasks. Otherwise
they used the language in which
they were comfortable. In due time
most of them overcame the
discomfort. A surprising number
never learned to write more than
their signature .
There are other key differences
between the earlier and the present
wave of immigration. One of the
most important is the change in
economic conditions. Another is
the shift in the character of industry.
We'll explore these matters, and
others, next week.
Meanwhile, let me encourage
your reaction, pro or con, on this
topic, right here in the columns of
INDEPENDENT. Our editors will
be most accommodating, I know.

stated to me in an interview, that
he doesn't understand why students
cannot have a meeting about
anything regarding the radio station,
without the general managers
"stamp of approval.• In other words
the general manager must be
present. He feels that students
need to have meetings without
school intervention so that we can
express feelings that we wouldn't
ordinarily say at a meeting for fear
of losing our shows. Trezinski
disagees; she feeling that there
should only be one staff meeting
per month to discuss schedule
changes and new policies. McClain
also feels that we are not getting
the same opportunity to learn to
discriminate between what the FCC
regards as obscene because the
general manager screens all
materials before they can be played
on the air. Trezinski confirms that
she does screen all new material,
because as general manager she is
ultimately responsible if any
violations to FCC regulations are
found.
According to FCC regulations,
material cannot be played on the
air if it does not conform to
con::imunity standards. Community
standards has not been fully
explained, but common sense tells
me that it could be anything that
could offend the general public. I
looked into the legal aspects of
this and the conclusion is that any
speech or lyric, that describes an
explicit sexual act or any profane
language is not allowed. It really
can be at times a judgement call.
One student who asked not to be
identified said to me that "it appears
as if certain kinds of music are

way."
Bill McClain felt that he was
relieved of his duties without just
cause; "All I did was to make up a
bulletin board of old articles about
WKNJ, just to boost morale and I
wrote a note that said: Don't get
mad or do anything on the air talk
to the department; if there's a
problem, write letters and arrange
meetings. I was fired because I
tried to smooth over some problems
regarding morale.
I feel very strongly about this
college as a student and, in my
opinion, there area lot of problems
and differences of opinion on how
these problems should be solved.
I believe that the general manager
should have a meeting with her
staff to disruss these problems before
they get any larger. I purposely left
a lotoutofthisarticleonly because
the other key player in this story,
the assistant to the Dean of Liberal
Arts, James Jandrowitz has been
unavailable to be interviewed due
to a busy schedule. It is my hope
that these people and other
dissatisfied students . reach an
agreement as to how the station
should be run. It will not be easy
to come together on issues like,
free elections, and staff meetings,
Jody Pate, currently assistant but it has to be done. It doesn't
Music director of WKNJ, feels matter whether or not WKNJ is
strongly about the rights of students regarded by the general manager
being able to make some of the ' as "no longer a student activity and
judgement calls because many of whatever WKNJ was wi 11 never be
the students are going into the af!:ain"becauseWKNJwillbewhat
field and Rauson added, "how can it was again: great, if students are
students be prepared to make given a chance to show that we
decisions like that if we're not can do the job right. It must also
allowed to, after all, this is a college be remembered that this college is
and we as students are here to here for us: STUDENTS. Without
learn things like how to make the students who care, this college
decisions and it can't be done this would not exist.
definitely not on the playlist,
namely, heavy metal, punk rock
and most rap music. It just seems
as if there are very few shows left
on the air that play these types of
music.•
Larry P. Rauson, the former
general manager for WKNJ when
the station was run entirely by
students said that "when the task
force recommended that WKNJ
was to run directly by the communications department, I felt it
would be good thing for students
to get the proper training. I was
also assured thatthe station would
continue to be run primarily by the
students. When I was the general
manager th ingsweren 't perfect but
we did achieve a high enough
level of professionalism to get an
Arbitron rating of 1." He also
stated that it only took the
department a year and a half to
destroy eight years of work by
students. Trezinski believes that
the station is being run better now
than when she relieved the last
student station manager and staff,
referring to when Robin Lanzafama
was the general manager and the
incident of vandalism that occurred
just last year.

Keeping The Dorms Wet:
What's The Problem
· By James Cunningham
What's the problem Dr. Maslo?
Why are you doing this to us?
Many of us had gone through a lot
of trouble to get into the rooms
that we wanted last spring when
Bartlett and Sozio Halls went dry.
We had picked the rooms that we
wanted to spend the rest of our
college "careers• in. We've made
a lot of friends along the way, and
have grown in ways that we never
cou Id have apart from each other.
Now that is being disrupted, we
are being forced to move again.
What's the problem Dr. Mas lo?
Your figures of about 300 twentyone year old (and over) students
sounds about right. But what about
the rights of the numerous students
who will turn twenty-one after
September 7, 1989. They cannot
enjoy the same privileges of those
who were lucky enough to be born
before September 7? You might
only have enough students to
squeeze into Burch Hall in

September, but at the end of the game of "musical apartments" that
year you will have an awful lot of you are playing. I for one like the
people who are even more upset people that I am living with. I hate
at the system which is, slowly but to be told that I would be living
surely, taking our rights away. And ' with three strangers. I had to go
believe me, you won't be able to through that once already when I
fit all of them in Burch Hall.
moved into Dougall Hall in
What's the problem Dr. Maslo? freshman year. I don't want to
When it was announced last year have to live with three people that
that Bartlett and Sozio Halls were I can't trust. I want to stay where
going dry, you said that you wanted lam. lalsowould liketoenjoythe
to leave them wet, but that pressures privilege of watching the Giants
from the state forced you to take on T.V. with a beer in my hand
the actions tliat you did. If now, it once I turn twenty-one. What is
is so important to have only one so wrong with being able to enjoy
wet dorm, then what happened both?
between now and this time last
What's the problem Dr. Maslo?
year? Were there more residents
Is
it true that Burch Hall will
who were twenty-one or over? Or
did 300 people suddenly drop out eventually go dry itself, most likely
of school. If that many people in the 1990-91 school year? That
graduated last year, then at least seems to be the pattern. I suppose
that the pub wi 11 eventually go dry
that many had-to have turned
too. Prohibition didn't work in the
twenty-one in their place. So why l920's, and I really find it hard to
are you drying up Rogers Hall?
believe that it will come close to
What's the probit:m Dr. Maslo?
working today.
Do you realize how many room
What's the problem Dr. Maslo?
mares will be separated by this

The Independent will be holding a Bake Sale
on Monday, April 24,
in Bruce/Townsend Hall.
Our Food Is Great!
Please Try Some.
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Teaching Adjuncts - Do We have
Too Many At Kean?

By Allan Kutzenco
Teaching adjuncts in the
Chemistry-Physics Department at
Kean College currently holds a
better than 2 to 1 ratio over the
full -time faculty. Do the number
of adjuncts affect the overall
education a student receives? And
if so, what is the optimum adjunct/
full-time professor ratio that a
college should employ? To answer
these questions we must first analyze
. the effect of the adjunct (as
' compared to the full-time professor)
upon the students' abilities to learn.
Adjuncts in college serve many
useful purposes. Foremost is the
inexpensive quality teaching that
they offer the college. Adjuncts at
Kean earn $1,050 per 3-credit
course compared to greater than
$3,000 for a full-time professor.
Absent the benefits (medical, dental,
pension, etc.) that are accorded to
full -time personnel, they are really
'cheap labor.' Administrators claim
that this allows the college to stay
within its fiscal limits while offering
the student a better education. But
is this prize without a price?
Furthermore, adjuncts give the
university extensive leeway in the
variety of courses it can offer at a
substantial savings. A program
can accommodate almost any field
of work by selecting the appropriate
adjunct. This would manifest itself
in more upper-level specialty
courses being offered.
Adjuncts can be beneficial to
the student, too. They are inherently
more pragmatic than full-time
professors due to the fact that most
evening adjuncts are also full-time
employees in the business world.
Students gain insight into the
practical consequences of the
theories and beliefs that they study.
Moreover , pupils now have
immediate access to someone who
works in the fie ld they are studying.
Th is serves to clarify distorted views
that students may have on a
particular profession and can
introduce professions that they did
not even know had existed. Also,
adjuncts bring new ideas as we ll
as practices to the classroom. This
can be very important for
departments that contain a stable
staff that grows old together.
Finally, a common reason given
by co llege administators to justify
the hiring of adjuncts is that the
adjunct solves the problem of logistics; several teachers are needed
to teach a subject that is much in
demand. Havingadjunctsenables
administators to offer smaller classes
and several sections of the same
subject. The former cultivates a
positive learning environment while
the latter allows the student the
freedom to take courses he
otherwise could not fit into his
schedule. This final point is of
paramount importance to the parttime evening student whose
schedule is already jammed. In
addition, adjuncts free the full time faculty to devote more time
to their classes, office hours, and
research .
Now, what are the drawbacks
of having adjuncts? For one thing,
they are too far removed from the
school. Their office hours are very
short and they are not easily
accessible to the students. Another
po int is the large disparity in
teach ing skills from one adjunct to
another. Many of us in a science
d iscipl ine have had to deal with
more than one adjunct who could
noteffectivelycommunicatetothe
class in English. This is ve ry
fr ustrating. Moreover, some of the
brightest people in their fields have
not the ability to be good teachers.
Many are young and will learn
while others are experienced but
still cannot master the nuances of
teaching. And li ke the problems
we face with our full-time teachers,

the low wages offered to adjuncts is the lack of continuity that they
hinder the administration's ability impart. This is especially
to attract and keep high quality pronounced
in the science
help. Other than their self- programs. A good program must
motivation, adjuncts have no be carefully structured and
incentives to be good teachers. integrated to give the student the
They are not held accountable.
proper foundation needed before
To help make adjuncts more he can undertake more advanced
answerable, the Kean Science topics. How can you integrate,
Department has returned to its old monitor, and promote cohesion
practice of having a full-time when the teachers for the same
professor monitor one class of each courses often change each year?
adjunct. Unfortunately, student In addition, if these adjuncts have
evaluations are not solicted. Even no loyalty to the institution and its
with
more comprehensive · students, what kind of education
evaluations, it is difficult to get a will the students get from them?
true reading. And once a poor
Furthermore, this problem also
adjunct has been found and affects the full-time faculty. They
replaced, irreparable damage has are forced to compensate for all
already been inflicted upon the the poor and/or transient adjuncts.
pupils of his class. To further This keeps them scurrying around
compound the problem, adjuncts and is bad for morale; thus, they
by their nature are transient; a high may not be teaching to the best of
turnover is common at all schools. their abilities.
So when we get a good adjunct,
Lastly, this problem will come
we are almost sure to lose him/her to affect the college as a whole.
soon.
The college is saving money by
The most telling disadvantage hiring adjuncts. This has fueled an
of adjuncts to an academic program
increase in adjuncts in many

departments. But abuse of this
policy will lead to precisely the
opposite effect; the shortsightedness of the administration
in forfeiting the future strength of
its programs for an immediate
financial reward. To illustrate this
consider my own situation at Kean.
I have taken ten out of my last
seventeen science courses under
the tutelage of adjuncts. This is
quite normal for an evening student
at Kean where there are twentythree adjuncts versus ten full-time
professors in the Chemistry-Physics
Department. The administation's
propensity to hire adjuncts baffles
me. In the past five years the
Chemistry-Physics Department has
lost three good professors and for
one reason or another, no
replacements have been made. This
inertia is inexcusable. How can
you hope to attract top students
and professors to Kean when you
cannot enhance the 'cradle of
learning' in which they must
perform? Eventually, the circle
will become complete; the

synergistic effect of lower quality
students coupled with less
acclaimed faculty will diminish
the reputation of Kean for future
science majors and undo much of
the good work that has already
been done. Consequently, shortterm economic savings will
transcend into long-term shortages.
The price of the prize is greater
than its worth.
How should we solve this
di lemma? I propose a more equal
proportion of adjunct/full-time
professors will bring about our
solution. It would behoove the
college to hire more full-time faculty
rather than the alternative of
releasing more adjuncts. Th is will
balance the adjunct effects such as
to minimize the gains and minimize
the losses that they bring with them.
Kean College has a strong nucleus
of fine science professors that
provide a program that is
comparable to some of the better
schools. Let us build upon this
core now by hiring more full-time
professors(

A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PUT YOU IN A
NEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK THE EASY WAY
T HEGMAC
C OLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN .. .GET $400
AND MAKE N O P AYMENTS
F OR 90 D AYS.*
Call 1-800-237-3264, and you'll find
out how GMAC can m ake your aftercollege m ath a lot simp ler.
With GMAC's College Graduate
Finance Plan, you'll receive:
► $400 to apply to your down
payment when you buy a new
GM car or light-duty truck.
► O R, $400 to apply to your first
lease payment.
► PLUS, when you buy you may be
able to defer your first payment
for 90 days ...giving you time to
get your career up and running
before you start making
payments. Finance charges accrue
from date of purchase.
Another important fact : Your $400
discount is in addition to any rebate
or special financing rate available
when you buy your new GM vehicle.

GUARANTEED FINANCING.

r---------7
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Yes! Please send my free GMAC
College Graduate Finance Plan
information pack. (Print clearly.)

T hat's right. Your financing is
guaranteed as long as you qualify for
the plan. You can find out all the
details about qualifying in your
GMAC College G raduate Finance
Plan information pack.
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Apt .

Mailing Address

CALL 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT
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N ow F OR FREE INFORMATION.

ZIP

State

Call 1-800-237-3264 now- or send
in the coupon - to receive your free
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan information pack. There's no
obligation and you could receive a
$400 discount on your new GM
vehicle. Do it tcxlay!

College Name

Date nfG raduatt0n

M ail to: ·
GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan
General Motors Building, Annex 24-0
Detroit, Michigan 48202

GMAC is an Equal Credit Opportunity C.Ompany.
*This deferral of payment option is not available
with leasing or other GMAC programs or in
Michigan and Pennsylvania, or on vehicles with a
cash-selling price of less than $10,000 in
New Jersey.

Or call 1-800-237-3264 now to request
your free GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan information.

GMAC
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ATTENTION· ALL STUDENTS

Become involved
HAVE YOUR SAY . .___.

******************

*

Student Organimtion Flections

*

This is your opportunity to
.

Voice Your Choice. . .
You can make a difference ...VITTE!-! ·
r.

April 18th (Tuesday) in Sloan Lounge
From 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

'

*********
*********
J. Sri
Elections Comm. Chair
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"Unification Through
. . "
Commumcation

John D. Davila

Work + Dedication = Progress

for

TOM GREEN

Student Organization

VICE-PRESIDENT

for

Vote Row 1 on April 18th
Student Organization
Vice-President

Experience
Makes the

Vote Box #2

Difference

Michelle Muscanell

Christine Kinahan
for
for
Asst. Secretary
of
Student Organization
"Let Hard Work and
Dedication Work for
You!"

Vote April 18th

Asst. Director of
National Student Affairs
"Honesty, Hard Work,
And Results Will
Get the Job Done"
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Before ...All the dorms are dried out.

"Unification Through
Communication''

Before ...It is too late to stop the building of a
traffic jughandle on college property.

Before ...The Administration allows the addition

Christopher Reimnuth

of hundreds of more cars during peak hour
traffic on Morris and North Avenue, which will
make it more difficult for Kean students
to enter and exit this institution.

for
Before... Any more walls are erected
to freeze out student autonomy.

Student Organization

BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE...

VOTE
President
Representing Student Issues
for a better Kean College

HOFFMANN
Student Organization President

Now more than ever,
every vote counts.

'

My name is Courtney Johnson; I'm an
accounting major and I'm presently running
for the Asst. Treasurer of Stuaent Org. on April
18th, 1989. My experience for th is stems from
being the past Asst.
Treasurer of the
lnternationaf Students Association, Human
Relations Committee, Learning to Learn
Instructor's assistant, and most importantly, as
a Finance Board Representative.
I've experienced the rugged and strenuous
procedures of the budget process, which may
be considered the most important duty of the
Treasurer. I'm also aware and knowledgable
of procedures of accepting and rejecting
proposals, purchase orders and green sheets,
which makes me capable of acting as the
Treasurer in the case of absence.
As a member of I.S.A. , it gives me an edge
start to deal with the differentor~anizations of
different ethnicity, by dealing with the various
cultures, ethnic background, and religious
preferences that is present in the I.S.A. today.
My two main goals to accomplish as Asst.
Treasurer are 1) to have a Student Org. report
published biweekly in our newspaper so that
everyone ~ill be informed about his/her
organization. 2) provide additional funds for
Student Org.
Therefore, if you want LEADERSHIP,
DEDICATION, EXPERIENCE and EFFICIENCY,
come on out and vote for:

COURTNEY JOHNSON
for your

ASST. TREASURER

Hard Work and
Diversity
Will Do The Job!

Melissa Young
for
Student Organization
Asst. Treasurer
"Let Experience
Work for You!"
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Meet The Candidates - '89
the Board ofTrustee members and
faculty. I have a part of selecting
the next president of this institution.

What is your campaign slogan?
Unification through
Communication.

problems. I think it's very important
to provide that leadership role.
Secondly, Student Org should go
out of their way not to address
problems, attack them before they
become serious issues. Alse, there's
things on campus that I'd like to
develop. There's a situation where
I would like to see students get
involved in community and public
affairs: community service projects,
per se.

Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the past?
No.

If you fail to win the election,
how will you remain active in
Student Organization?
I would like to work with the
Faculty Student Committee. Should
Chris win the election, you can bet
he' 11 see my face at Executive and
Finance Board minutes. You would
see articles from me in the
Independent, and just generally
keep a watch on what's going on.

Name: Christopher Reinmuth
Year in College: Junior
Position desired: Student
Organization President

What does your desired position
entail?

As president of Student Org.
you're presiding over Executive
Board and Council, and also I get
a chance to overlook the
programming that we have for
funded groups.
_

Why do you wantthis position?
The reason why I'm seeking the
office of President is because there
are a lot of issues out there that the
students need to be represented.

What qualities do you feel you
can bring to this position?
The number one leadership
quality would be listening, and the
reason why you cannot be an
effective leader if you're going to
promise everything because if you
don't listen to want to know what
they want you're not going to be
able to do it And I think the practical
experience that I have with working
on campus for three years, uniting
the groups, working with all of
them
equally,
and
the
communication of getting information out to them.

What are your qualifications
for this position?
Freshman Class President,
Sophomore Class President, Vice
PresidentofStudentOrganization,
Presidential Search Committee,
I.SA. member, Tri Council member,
N.S.A. committee member,
Academic Standards committee
member, Bookstore committee
member, Foodservice committee
member, New Student Orientation
committee member and Peer
Liason.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
Get more housing, better
communication and security for
on campus housing, finding a secure
pl ace for a MAC machine, upgrade
of sports faci Iities, al I-sport
involvement in Homecoming and
maximum utilization of East
Campus.

Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the past? Why?
I never quit, but I resigned. I
resigned from Tri Council to enable
more students to fill that position,
to reach out to more students.

If you fail to win the election,
how will you remain active in
Student Organization?
I would definitely run as a writein (candidate) for Senior Class
President. To be a voice you have
to be involved. I think to be involved
you shou Id be on an Executive
Board.

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean
are you most proud oft
Being selected as one of two
students to be placed on the
Presidential Search Committee. I'm
fortunate enough to be sitting with

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean,
are you most proud oft
I think I'm proud that I have the
opportunity to run, I'm proud that
I've only been here three semesters
and such a large number of people
Student Organization
came upto me and felt in thattime
I made an impression on people
What does your desired position that they had the trust and had the
entail?
faith in me that I can hold this
Student Organization President·
position; I should run. I guess that
supervises the_ development of
I'm proud too that I got involved in
programs, has the important some of the theatre productionsfunction of appointing the chairman it's nice being on stage
and members of commi~ae. He is
What is your campaign slogan?
a non-voting member of all
Give 'em hell, Harry.
committees except where indicated
by the bylaws where he can have
a vote and in emergency situations

Name: Harry Hoffman
Year in College: Senior
Position Desired: President of

in lieu of the other committees
being there, he can act with the

treasurer and one committee
member for say of Council and
committee.

Why do you wantthis position?
I believe that the school, Student
Org. in particular, could do more
to address the needs of al I the
students. I don't believe it goes far
enough in that capacity. I think
there's some areas that should be
addressed and could be addressed
to benefit everyone on campusthat includes all 5,660 students. I
would like to see it be more than a
bank. In my opinion, Student
Organization is just that. It seems
to be more of a bank than an
organization that should take the
lead in what goes on around
campus.

What qualities do you feel you
can bring to this position?
As stated, I have no experience
in any committees in the school
itself. I have outside experience.
I'm a little older than the average
~tudent. I'm twenty six. I've held
three management position jobs,
the last one at U.P .S., where as a
full-time supervisor I had one
hundred and forty people under
my direct supervision. When it
comes to supervising people and
getting work done, I believe I have
that talent.

What are your qualifications
for this position?
Founding member of a Citizen's
Action Group in Middlesex County,
participant of Perth Amboy Crop
Walk for Hunger, worked as a
manager for U .P .S. and a member
of a Safety Review Board there.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
I think President of Student Org
should lead. Student Organization
should be the premiere organization
on campus; every other funded
group should be able to look up to
Student Org, know that the men
behind the desk answer their
questions and help them solve

Name: John D. Davi la
Year in College: Junior
Position desired: Vice-President
of Student Organization
What does your desired position
entail?

Being in charge of funded groups,
appointing committee members,
making sure that all the funded
groups run smoothly - that's a
major concern and aspect of being
Vice-President, also getting Student
Organization to work closely with
the administration and teachers.

Whydoyouwantthisposition1
Because up until now, what I
am going towards, starting at the
bottom being a sophomore class
rep and the next year being junior
class President and going on from
there. It's just that it's an open
position I'm running for because
this is the time. I feel that I can do
an adequate job and my experience
is there and I don't feel that I lack
in any one area, That's why I'm
very positive in going for this
position.

What qualities do you feel you
can bring to this position? .
I'm a very sort of take charge of
person, that you need to be on
committees because if you had
heard Chris before at the beginning
of the year he was like pulling

teeth because what committee
doesn't need the most and being
on a number of committees and
working in the executive Board; I
have the knowledge of what the
position is; think that's a big thing
to know.

What are your qualifications
for this position?
First, being on the executive
board and Junior Vice President;
that's the two major things, also
working closely with the Deans
and Administration on retention of
tenure. Working on East Campus'
Advisory Board where you do meet
with Vice President Kimmett, Vice
President Ippolito and Director
Andy Abramson - right there; its
four major aspects. Also being a
constitution and bylaws committee
member, being the Student
Organization representative for
parking appeals. Compared to what
it was in the past the committee
itself, since I've been on it, I've
learned a lot in how the
Administration works and how they
are trying to make things in our
favor. You learn a lot from a
committee that's run by the
administration.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
To get the funded groups to
work closer together, being a
sophomore class representative, we
were the first to do that with the
Lip Sync and taking that experience
and going forward and knowing
that we can do it. I've worked
closely with Rich Murray and Jeff
Carrol I with where they want to go
and working with the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Garden. That kind of thing,
trying to make it more culturally
diverse. That's a major aspect, and
I've tried to do that and when Eric
Daley was my Vice President we
set out letters to get them into our
class council and from PROUD, to
SCSC, BSU, ISA, you know cultural,
unfortunately we didn't get any
responses and probably ended up
in a circular file, but having that
kind of background, I think that is
a major aspect of getting the groups
to work closer together. And being
the chairperson or leader of the
funded groups I think you have to
have that kind of aspiration.

Name : Tom Green
Year in College: Junior
Position Desired: Vice-President
of Student Organization

What does your desired position
entail?

As Vice President of Student
Organization one of my primary
functions will be overseeing all
the funded groups. I will be a
mediator over the funded groups,
interacting with them, for any
problems that may arise, any
discrepancies which they cannot
handle, and also just being a general
mediator between the groups. I
will also be an ex-officio or nonvoting member of all standing
committees of Student Organization. I will assume the role of
president if for any reason the
president, due to death, long-term
illness or otherwise cannot fulfill
his position. I am chairman of the
election and constitution and
bylaws committee and I also sit on
finance board the entire year.

Why do you wantthis position?
I want this position because I
feel that Student Organization since
the 3 years I've been here has
improved, it has been building a
solid foundation. But I also see
areas where Student Organization
can improve, areas where Student
Organization can touch on in order
to make the college a more open
place for commuters, people who
just don't get involved, and also
for the groups themselves to get
involved and to basically to make
Student Organization what it can
be and what it should be and that
is the voice for all the students.

What qualities do you feel you

can bring to this position?
I feel I am very good with
communications and communiHave you ever quit any position cating. I feel that I have a very
you've held in the past? Why?
open mind, I'm open to other ideas,
No, I'm too h~~dstrongl
criticisms, other views, and if I
If you fail to win the election, . have a specific view or a specific
how will you remain active in idea in mind and someone else
Student Organization?
suggests another idea and it's better,
I would run for President of the I'll wholeheartedly say, "Hey, let's
senior class or be a member of take that idea.• I also feel that
Student Organization in any way, having worked with the
shape, or form. I put too much Independent, WKNJ, Squires,
time in it to lose an election and Freshman Center and Student
not be part of it anymore. You put Activities has given me a good
your heart and soul into something idea of what it's like to be on the
like this, and all of a sudden you side of a funded group, to know
lose -- you still want to be a part. what it's like to work with Student
What achievements in your life, Organization.

and more specifically here at Kean,
are you most proud oft

My most proud one has to deal
with the Chiropractic Club, which
I'm a member of and that is putting
Kean on the map with the
Chiropractic Community and right
now I'm working with Dean Barber,
Health Sciences, to get a letter of
affiliation signed between Kean
and Palmer Chiropractic College
which would give an affiliation
with Elizabeth General or
Monmouth Medical. We would
be the 2nd school in the state
besides Bloomfield to have that. It
would give us exceeding
preferences over Rutgers or
Montclair and our admission to be
one of the better state schools. I
think that to me to be doing
something outside of my office is
my most proud.
What is your campaign slogan1
Action Speaks Louder than
Words

What are your qualifications
for this position?
I've been a representative on
council for 2 years, junior class
representative and a sophomore
class representative. I've been a
member of the Direct Action
Organizing Committee (DAOC),
I've been a member of the NSA,
I've been a member of the
constitution and bylaws committee,
the Springfest committee, and the
food service committee. I was on
the Pub and Alcohol Steering. I've
been Managing Editor and News
Editor for the Independent and I've
worked with Squires.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
I want to make people more
aware that they have a student
government and what the student
government can do for them, to
make Student Organization, itself,
better.

s
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udent Organization Elections
Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the pasU
No, I have not

If you fail to win the election,
how will you remain active in
Student Organization?
If I fail to win the election, I will
go as a write-in candidate for,
depe nd ing on where my cred its
stand, either junior or senior class
president If I fail to win that election
I w ill go for a class representative
on the prospective class. Hopefully
•attaining that, I will join the 2
requ ire d committees and I w ill do
what I've done these past 2 years
as far as working with Student
Organization . I'm going to stay as
active as I have been an d if I don't
win, hopefully I can help the people
who did win.

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean,
are you most proud ofl
There's not really one specific
incident, especially within Kean,
that I'm most proud of. I wou ld
really have to say that I'm most
proud of com ing back to school
and being involve d w ith Kean,
working towards making a better
school and working to make school
better for other people. I'd have to
say that that's one of my biggest
ach ievements really, getting
involved and making a difference.

What is your campaign slogan?
Unification through
Communication

Name: Melissa Young
Year in College: Sophomore
Position Desired: Assistant
Treasurer

What does your position entam

lot of time. I wilf live on campus,
so I will be there for the students
anytime. I've been involved in a
lot of different groups on campus.
I feel I have a good feeling about
what the students want. I was a
commuter my first semester and I
understand their needs. I think I
have a lot of understanding and I
can emphath ize with a lot of the
commuter students, which is a large
population here at Kean. I want to
bring some of that into the
organization because there's a lot
of resident students involved with
this group and I'd like to bring
more commuter participation.

What are your qualifications
for this position?
I was Freshman Class Treasurer,
Finance Board secretary for the
fi rst ha lf of this year, which I'm
now familiar with fina ncial policies,
I've helped in making decisions
regarding groups, failing or passing
proposals. As the Assistant Secretary
I've been ab le to increase
communication by putti ng notes
in mailboxes, making suggestions
for putting more notes in the
minutes. It seems very impartial,
but it's very important. The
communication justisn'tthereand
sometimes the funded groups just
don't respond with just a note.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
I want to improve the
communication between the
treasurer's office and the funded
groups and as an executive board
merrber get more students involved,
especially the commuters. I think
that this is an organization that
really has a lot to offer the students
and there aren't as many involved
as there should be. I will be working
for the freshman center again next
year and I'd like to help recruit
freshman and transfer students into
this organization. I'd like to see an
increase in participation. That's
my main goal because without the
bodies there it's just so hard to get
the work done. There have been
events that had to be cancelled
just because there hasn't been the
manpower to get them off the
ground.

Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the pasU
No
If you fail to win the election,

The duties of the Assistant
Treasurer would entail learning the
apprenticeship of being a treasurer.
I feel that the most important duties
would be to work with the treasurer
in helping informthe funded groups
of the policies, procedures, and
assisting them. There have been a
lot of problems in the past with
groups misinterpreting policies and
just simply not understanding things,
so my job would be primarily a
cummunicator between the
treasurer and the funded groups.

how will you remain active in
Student Organization?

Why do you wantthis position?

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean,
are you most proud ofl

I enjoyed my position this year
on the executive board and I'd like
to continue working with this
organization. I feel it has a lot to
offer the students, and there are
changes that need to be made, espec ially as I said, in the
communication between the
Funded groups and the Treasurer's
office. In the past there has been a
lot of problems with it, but this
year there's been an effort to clear
some of that up. There's still a
long way to go and I feel I have a
lot to offer the groups and I really
enjoyed my secretary position. I
really got a lot out of this
organization and I'd like to conti nue
that.

What qualities do you feel you
can bring to this position?
I'm a hard worker, I'm open,
I' m w illi ng to give the time that it
needs. I fee l this position entails a

I'll definitely run forJuniorclass
council and as openings come up
in different committees, I'll certainly
find out what openings there are.
As far as running for a position it's
difficult I obviously could not run
for an executive board position
but I will run for sophomore class,
be involved with the funded groups.
Maybe look into beco ming an
executive board merrber of a funded
group.

spring break and learned a lot about
legislature and how the government
is run. I'm really enthusiastic and
I'm w illing to learn more about it.

What is your campaign slogan?
Let hard work and dedication
work for you.

Name : Courtney Johnson
Year in College: Junior
Position desired: Assistant
Treasurer

What does your desired position
entail?
The duties are to w ork along
with the treasurer, to assist the
treasurer in commuter rights and
the other treasurers of the other
fun de d gro ups in becoming
famili arized with proposal sheets;
the way they w rite up a proposal,
approve money from one li ne into
the other, and also some problems
withinthegroups. l'mnotgoing to
be just an Assistant Treasurer. I'm
going to be like Vice President or
President -- A leader. I have ways
of improving Student Organization.

Why do you want this position?
I'm an Accounting Major and
so with my knowledge with
accounting and my experience of
Assistant Treasurer of I.S.A., along
with my additional experience on
Finance Board, I have all the qualifications to be the best candidate for
that position.
What qualities do you feel you

can bring to this position?
Assistant Treasurer of ISA,
Aa:ounting Major, and most importantly Finance Board. I see and
participate in everything. I see
proposal sheets, I have a voting
voice in rejecting porposals. I
worked along with the budgets. I
was there when they had the
opening hearing for the budgets, I
was there when they spert over 1 0
hours doing the budgets. I was
actively involved in doing the
budgets.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
My goals are to create additional
funding for Student Org. The way
of doing this is by having flea
markets. LS.A. had a flea market
sometime in March and it was
very successful and they received
over $500. just for sponsoring the
flea market. I have that person at
my disposal; I can use that person
anytime I want I.SA alone received
$500 for just that one flea market.
I'm proposing that this time it should
not only be one group. The labor
and manpower all that is there.
The profit will be distributed to
· each group or it could go back
into Student Org and then be used
for a program for all the groups.

Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the past? Why?

I'm most proud of my
involvement because my first
semester here I was a commuter
and I was clueless as to anything
that went on, on campus. I didn't
even know there was a Student
Organization.
I was totally
uninvolved . It was really hard for
me to just come to school everyday.
As a commuter, its really hard to
get involved. It was a scary step
for'me to just jump into everything
and it's not easy for me to do
anyth ing like that. I feel I'm really
saturated in Kean College between
sorority and different programs I'm
invo lved w ith . I'm proud of the
leadersh ip skills th at I've acqu ired
and council fresh man and other
students through these organizations
that I've been on.

I was Assistant Treasurer and it
was voted by a majority for me to
become a finance board member,
so I had to give up that position.
No, I've never quit a position.
If you fail to win the election,
how will you remain active in

What is your campaign slogan?

Cou rtney Johnson; Accountant
makes Treasurer.

Let Experience Work for You

Name: Michelle Muscanell
Year in College: Ju nior
Position desired: Assistant
Secretary

What does your desired position
entail?

Name: Christine Kinahan

Keeping a wri tten and forma l
copy ofall minutes from executive
board, finance board council. I'm
a voting member of finance board,
I'm also a voting member on
scholarship committee, and I cochair the Public Relations
Committee and I assist the secretary
in all of her duties which are the
same as mine.

Year in College: Freshman

Whydoyouwantthisposition?
I was a secretary of NSA
Committee. I enjoy the duties, I
like to inform the people of what's
going on. I like working the business
sense; typing and filing and I
eventually want to work my way
up to secretary or a higher position
on executive board.
What qualities do you feel you

can bring to this posltlonl
l'msecretaryofNSA, l'mJunior

Class Vice President right now so I
feel I have a lot of leadership
qualities. I'm very open, I can
speak openly with people and Egda
and I really work well together and
I think that's a big plus next year.

What are your qualifications
for this position?
I can use the computer, which
is a big thing in Student Organization
now. I've had experience in a
secretarial position. I'm also on
the Public Relations Committee so
I worked on getting information
out.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
My big goal is to work with
Egda on Public Relations Committee
to get students more involved in
the different activities that are going
on around campus and the different
cultural groups, and different things
that they're planning on having
throughout the year. People could
come to us if they need help for
different things like that. I really
want to let them know and get
everyone more involved.

Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the past?
No

If you fail to win the election,
how will you remain active in
Student Organization?

I would be a write in candidate
for junior class representative and
continue to be a member of the
Finance Board.

I'm thinking of running as a
Senior Class President or Vice
President. I might run for the
Presidential position this year. I
know pretty much what the
President does and I think I could
step up and take the position this
year.

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean
are you most proud ofl

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean
are you most proud ofl

I think the budgets I'm very
impressed w ith. It's given me a
sense of responsib il ity for the
students. I was really involved in
setting up these, line ite ms.

I think I'm most proud of
becoming involved in Stude nt
Organization. Last year was my
first year here and I got involved in
my sorority and I really got involved
in Student Org this year and I was
neve r involved in government
before. I we ntto Washington over

Student OrgJ

What is your campaign slogan?

Position Desired: Assistant
Director of National Student Affairs
What does your position entail?
The desired position entails
reaching out to the students and
informing them on the different
issues, on their rights at both state
and national levels, and to serve as
treasurer.

Why do you want this position?
I want this position because
over the past few years NSA has
dug itself into a hole and is not as
strong as it used to be, and I feel
that I could help bring it out and
make it stronger as it was. This
past semester I became involved
in a lot of different activities. The
National Student Affairs committee
being one of them, and that was
the one committee that I felt had
the most importance to me. It was
one that I feel I could be a major
part of and help out
What qualities do you feel you
can bring to this position?
I'm a very hard working person,
and honest, and I work very well
under pressure. I bring on a lot of
different things and I get everything
done. I'm very open-minded to
'different things.

What are your qualifications
for this position?
I served on the NSA committee
since I as elected as a class
representative last fall. I sat in on a
number of Student Organization
Council meetings as a class
representative. I feel that I can
handle it.

What are your goals to better
Student Organization through this
position?
My goals are to have the students
become aware of their rights at
both the state and national levels.
To lol:x>y with these rights at different
conferences and to attend the
conferences. We plan to have
year-round voter registration to help
the students become more involved
in voting. Environmental Awareness
Day, I hope to get a lot of activities
planned for that day.

Have you ever quit any position
you've held in the past?
No.

What achievements in your life,
and more specifically here at Kean,
are you most proud ofl
I am most proud of going out
and running for a position on Student
Organ ization as a class representative. I am very proud that I had
enough courage to go out there
and run. I ran for Vice-Preside nt
and cl ass repre sentati ve . I didn 't
win Vice-President, b ut I got class
representative an d I'm proud that I
can go out and run again.

What is your campaign slogan?
I am working fo r the students
and tru sts.
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Godspell: Surfin' with The Big Kahuna
By The/a Hosten
The Kean College Theatre Series
is on a roll. The previous productions
of A Midsummer Night's Dream
and Black Comedy have been
nothing short of success. Although
the production of the play The
, Fantasticks has been cancelled,
the Ki?an College Theatre Series
will continue its winning streak
with the award winning play entitled
Godspell.
The Kean College Theatre
production of Godspell is an
updated rock musical based on

the Gospel according to Matthew.
The musics and lyrics are by Stephen
Schwartz, Nicholas Degregorio is
the "'m usical director, and, Holly
Rhoades directs this unique
production.
Although the play humorously
deals with Jesus and various parables
discussed in the Bible, I guarantee
you there is no cause for religious
controversy. In addition, a new
twist has been ad'clect to the original
production. So, put on your wet
suit! Because Kean College is taking
Godspell to the Beach.

Rehearsals are going great and
everyone from all major fields of
study have dedicated themselves
to this creative production. Besides
the fact that the costumes are
designed by faculty member April
Curtis, the scenic and lighting
designs are results of Kean College's
Tom Gilmore. You definitely would

not want to miss this ensemble
piece filled with Jocks, surfers, and
sex kittens.
Godspell is expected to attract
all types, young and old. As a
matter of fact, four shows on Apri I
14, 15, 16, and April 22 have
already sold out. Performance run
April 12, 13, 14, 15, 19,20,21,22

at 8 pm, and April 16, 23 at 3 pm
in the VE 119 Theatre. Tickets are
being sold at the Wilkins Theatre
Box Office. For more information.
call 527-2337.
P.S. Don't forget the Kean
College Summer Theatre auditions
on April 25 and The Directors
Workshop May 8-11.

Cuban Actress to Perform at Kean
A prominent actress who
recently arrived from Cuba will
make a dramatic reading in Spanish
of the works of a Kean college
professor at 3 p.m. April 23 in the
Little Theatre in the College Center.
Admission is free.
The actress, Gladys A;reus, will
lecture on and offer a dramatic

presentation of "La Charada, • a
book of poetry written by Dr. Israel
Rodriguez who is a professor of
foreign languages.
The event is sponsored by the
foreign language department and
one in a series of events scheduled
by the student activities office during
"Latin Festival Week", Apri 122-29.

Mintzer Music Tonight!
The Kean College Jazz Band
under the direction of BOB
YUROCHKO will present the music
of BOB MINTZER with Mr. Mintzer
as guest soloist. The concert will
be presented at the Wilkins Theatre
for the Performing Arts on Thursday
evening, April 13, 1989 .at 8:00
p.m. Tickets are $5.00 and can be
purchased at the Wilkins Theatre
box office - \527-2337\.
Bob Mintzer, a very notable

jazz composer and New York studio
musician will be featured as tenor
sax

soloist

on

his

following

compositions: Hanky-Panky, Heart
of the Matter, Spectrum, and
Frankie's Tune.
The Kean Jazz Ensemble will
open the program with Moments
Like These by Dave Hanson, High
Octane by Jeff Jarvis, Four Mothers
by Jimmy Giuffre, Cochabamba
by Gary Lindsay; and, Body and
Soul featuring Kean College senior
music major RICHARD GUILLEN
on tenor sax.
Forfurther information call the
Kean College Music Department
at 527-2107.

"I Need Another Dollar! Quick!"
By Christine Knorr
The Seventh Annual "All Male
Review" sponsored by Rho Sigma
Chi was held in Down's Hall on
April 6. "Tuck A Buck" as the
Review is commonly refered to,
consisted of eight dancers. The
sisters of Rho Sigma Chi went to
different Fraternities on campus if
any of the brothers would like to
dance for them. The males aren't
paid; however, any money ''tucked"
in their g-strings or leather by the
audience is their retribution.
The first dancer, "Billy the Kid"
warmed up the audience as he
danced to "You Spin Me Round"
by Dead or Alive. Next, the baby
oil and roses team of Paul Olivera
and Donny DeBenadeto wiggled
and strutted their way into the
hearts of their fans. Howard Thomas,
the second performer had a hard
act to follow but, his masked face
and sincerity left the audience

screaming three words "take it off."
These words seemed to be a cue
for Phil as the audience shouted
with lust and jumped to their feet
for a better view.
The last three dancers were
viewedbycrazedwomenstanding
on chairs and tabletops. Audience
participation was demanded at this
point as Rick ''Construction Worker"
McGovern took advantage of the
females high spirits. This as well
as last years winner Craig
Kleinberg's arrival from the outside
doors (complete with bodyguards)
caught the audiences attention and
held them in suspense.Meanwhile
he disappeared into the dressing
room to acquire his forgotten gstring.
The highlight of the night was
Jonny "Rotten." Jonny has appeared
in a Miller Lite and Levi's
commercial and will be seen in
Playgirl this year. Jonny's
performance was "Bad to the Bone."

r---------------------,
I FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
1

STUDENTS WHO NEED

I MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
I
I Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
I • We
fellowships , grants. and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
I sector funding .
scholarships are given to students based on their academic
·1 • Many
interests. career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
I. • There·s money available for students who have been newspaper car•
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non.smokers ... etc.
I • Results
GUARANTEED.
I
I
CALL
For A Free Brochure
•
•]
IL _____________________
ANYTIME
( 800) 346-6401
t
i J

Members of the Godspell cast rehearse before the big opening.
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Rap Show an Expensive Flop
By Vikki Morrocco
Kean College presented "The
Rap Show" in Wilkins Theatre on
March 31.
Professional rap groups with
catchy names such as Super Lover
C, Ultra Magnetic, Sweet T and
Casanova Rud were ready to rap
the night away.
Unfortunately however, Wilkins
theatre which seats 596 was filled
by a disappointing 90. Sponsors
priced tickets at ten dollars each
but were soon giving them away
for free because of the poor turnout.
College Center Board was
responsible for advertising and

publicizing the event, but flyers
were not posted until the day before
the show and many students didn't
know the concert was going to
exist.
If you happened to be walking
pass Wilkins between 8 and 9 PM
Friday night, you would have
probably have heard "Free tickets
for the Rap Show.•
The entire performance cost the,
CCB $13,000. The four performing
groups, security, the ushers and
technicians were all paid and
present to make sure the night was
a success.
At 9 PM, Glen Ames the host
introduced the first act and
apologized for the hour delay. Ultra

Magnetic, a 4-man group electrified
the stage with their rap and the
audience got into it when they
began to clap.
The female group Sweet T was
on stage next. They danced around
and rapped so loud that they
couldn't help but please the crowd.
Super LoverC performed third and
let me tell you they were a delight
with their cool verses that I heard.
Casanova Rud was the last to
perform rappin their rhythmic verses
with style and forrn.
Although the audience was not
as large as expected the 90 students
were rappin and groovin cause
those high-energy performers knew
how to get us movin.

Sorority Observes Career Day
Beta Alpha Omega Chapter,
Newark of the Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. recently held its annual
Career Day at Kean College for
high school students in Essex,
Bergen, Union, and surrounding
counties. The Career Day was cosponsored by the office of
Community Service at Kean College.
Opening remarks were given
by Gail Velox, second anti-basileus
for the chapter, followed by
greetings by Michael Worlds, of
Kean College.
Audley Bridges, Associate
Director of Admissions at Kean
College was the keynote speaker.
He encouraged the students to
research the ir options when
choosing a career. Mr. Bridges urged
an attentative audience of over
300 students to prepare themselves
for future possibilities.
He
challenged them to grow personally,
socially, and seek career
information from all avenues that
are available to them.
Students from Clifford Scott High
School, Orange High School,

Irvington High, Weequahic, Central
High, St. Vincent, Lincoln High,
Jersey City; Glen Rock High, and
many . more participated in days'
event. The theme of the Career
Day was "Exploring Opportunities:
Mastering Possibilities."
Representatives from 20 different
companies were present to speak
with the students. Many workshop
leaders used slide presentations,
visual displays, and handouts to
show the many aspects of their
particular career area.
Workshop speakers included Dr.
Mabel B. Perry, Career and
Gu idance Co-Cordinator, Glen
Rock High School; Laurence Brown,
Detective Newark Police Department; Leon Bryant, Investigator,
Essex County Prosecutor's Office;
Moonyene Jackson, Esq., Chief
Counsel, M.S. Jackson Law Offices;
Gene Wesley, Director d the United
Negro College Fund; Al Bundy,
president of Al Bundy Associates,
Rev. Russell White; commander,
Eagle Flight Pilot Training, and
many more.

Workshops were held on
business, finance, computer
science, financial aid, law
enforcement, real estate, media
and communications, job readiness,
positive awareness, science,
engineering, and many more.
Sorority members served as
workshop facilitators.
Students were g iven literature
on a number of Historically Black
Colleges and Universities. HBCU
is one of the sorority's national
programs that aid many students
who attend these schools. Our
national goal is to contribute
$4,000,000 to HBCU by 1990.
Chairpersons for the program
wereSorors Vivian Inge and Laurie
Johnson. Beta Alpha Omega is a
non-profit community service
organization that is involved in
programs such as, educational and
vocational guidance, health
education, scholarship, career

awareness, voter education, Assault
on Illiteracy, and many more. Greta
Shepherd is president of Beta Alpha
Omega Chapter.
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Richard Meltzer vs. Society

By Tom G,eee

CIJRNtR_i
Date(s)
4/13
4/13
4/13
4/13
4/15
4/15
4/16
4/19
4/19
4/21
4/22
4/26
4/29

5/5
5/26

Acts

Place

The Fixx
Pressures of Time
Tradia
Violent Femmes
Luka Bloom
John Butcher
Zebra
David Crosby
Charlie Sexton
Circus of Power
Pierce
Eddie Money
Savoy Brown
Living Colour
Tradia
Cinderella,
Winger, &
Bullet Boys
John Eddie
Tom Tom Club

On-Sale

Stone Pony, NJ
XO, Garwood NJ
Obsessions, NJ
Beacon Th., NYC

Now
Now
Now
Now

The Ritz, NYC
L'Amour, Brklyn
The Ritz, NYC
The Ritz, NYC
The Palace, NJ

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

The Paladm., NYC

Now

The Ritz, NYC
The Palace, NJ
Nassau Coli, NY

Now
Now
Now

Stone Pony, NJ
The World, NYC
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Now
TBA

By Rob O'Connor
n1 was saying let me outta here
before I was even born .. ./ belong
to the blank generation. I can take
it or leave it anytime. I belong to
the _ _ _ generation .u
"Blank Generation"
Richard He/11977
PAIN . The word itself can
make one wince. Artists are somehow expected to work through it.
Art=Pain, supposedly. Van Gogh,
to pick an obvious case, lived the
tortured life of the artist but given
the choice I'm sure he would've
picked mild-mannered gardner
instead . Insanity's a high price to
pay for Immortal ity. Even Jim
Morrison, lead bozo laureate of
the Doors, spoke often of preferring
the quiet life to all the girls, cars,
publicity. Easy for him to say
resting easy in a bathtub (oops!) of
luxury while millions stand on dole
lines. But pain is inevitable. It's
the artist's job to turn that pain
from something awful and ugly
into a piece of aesthetic beauty
which places the appreciation of
that beauty into our laps. And
sincewe·reward our"mainstream"
artists, our lowest common
denominator fazool's with an
overload of monetary rewards, it
should be no surprise that they are
the ones to dry up creatively while
those constantly on the fringe of
culture and survival continue to
churn out vital, if largely unknown,
pieces of amplified beauty.
Compare the recent works of Bruce
Springsteen and U2 to that of Bruce
Cockburn and Sonic Youth if you
need to grasp the analogy.
Richard Hell, quoted at the
beginning of this piece because he

Author Richard Meltzer doesn't like you. His new book tells why.

the consumer apocalypse. Movies,
driving, femmes, rock rock rock
(and rol I), sports, all empty of their
Key: M.S.G. Madison Square Garden
gratifying pleasures as Meltz peels
Possible Sold-Out Event
away the layers of superficiality.
: TBA To Be Announced •
In another's hands the ranting and
raving could seem cliche,
overbearing schtick (read Hunter
If you're looking for a good time and wantto hear some
Thompson's latest Generation of
great music come on down to XO in Garwood and see
Swine for a writer lost in his own
the PRESSURES OF TIME as they perform many of their
prejudicial wilderness) but Richard
favorite originals and covers ...WHITESNAKE is in the
finalizes his abhorrences with a
strikingly casual, if slightly eccentric,
studios working on their next Ip which could see an
wordage that claims a strong •don't
early fall release ... Theanswertothe last column's triva
look back" attitude. Although the
questions is, 52nd Street by Billy Joel was the number
form may be mutant Burroughs (as
in Bill Lee), it's this passion for
1 album t_
en years ago and for this week's questions
words and punctuation that
here goes: one, BLUE OYSTER CULT has gone by two
invigorates even the dullest of topics.
other names what were they? Two, what is Madonna's
Never thought I'd make it
once wrote raging, passionate songs
about coming to terms with his through his piece on the Olympics
full name?
misanthropy, dried up due to the but sure enough, he shoved some
creative underbelly of poverty and scintillating syntax on top and I
pain, apathy and frustration, and found mywaytothefinish line, no
problem:• Mon. , July 23 - 'When
turned to drugs for salvation.
Richard Meltzer however, who this the U.S. wins, YOU win.• I do?
piece is written •about,• did not Really? Well ain't that sweet - it
surrender to drugs or yuppyism to would be a first. Or at least a first
combathispain offacingthe Blank for the post-lamebrain-adolescent
Generation (and yeah, you can Me. Last time this wretched country
take the cheap shot and say did anything- overtly, in the name
Meltzer's a writer and Hell's a of officially Doing - that didn't
musician but I intro-ed with Van sicken or embarrass me, I was like
Gogh who's obviously a painter, 16 and it must've been like Alan
so who's keeping score?); instead Shepard getting launched for his
Meltzer's compiled L.A. is the bigfat3-5 minutes; he had a flattop
Capital of Kansas: PAI Nfu I Lessons and so did I. I & I makes for a
in Post-New York Living from viable I.D. - but U.S. and Um"
Fortunately the sentiments do
articles that appeared in the L.A.
Reader, Playgirl, Forced Exposure. not take the back seat to the syntax.
.. that plunder his sociopath's Instead the anger (although often
heart to come up with strong self-serving) often accurately reflects
diatribes against •mainstream" life lived in a vacuum.
One of the most encouraging
culture. And where better to take
aim at pop culture than L.A. or aspects of L.A. is that it is written
as an answer to what can be done
more specifically El Lay.
Meltzer hates the place. Figuring after rock criticism becomes passe.
after 25 count'em years in New Meltzer was once a top-seated rock~ Yawk City, he decided to set his crit espousing ludicrous theories
The notorious John "Dr. Dirty'' Valby. P1totobyLMJ1eLUMOff. bags in L.A., "the dummdumm and authoring the definitive
don't hang · cut in food aisles Capital of [the world.)" "The Aesthetics of Rock, one of the few
By Christine Knorr
For the fourth year in a row, the manhandling the meats and produce ramification of this which I could must-reads in the "rock book" genre
easily have taken most personally (along with Bangs' Psychotic
man behind the piano with a derby as Valby suggested.
During
intermission
Valby
the
fact that here I was, a goddam Reactions and Carburetor Dung,
and a bowtie belted out lewd songs
to Kean's students, as well as a few learned that some of the audience writer in a town where nobody Tosches' Hellfire: The Jerry Lee
groupies. The man or comedian, hasbeenfollowinghimsince 1978 reads - actually bothered me less Lewis Story and Pamela Des Barres'
John Valby started his act with a when he was doing a circuit tour than spi II overs to local culture and trashy I'm With the Band) until he
parody about the beauty of Kean's in Buffalo. Valby has been epistemology.• He goes on to tired of writing critically and began
women, buttheirlackofeducation performing since 1975 at different describe his first L.A. dental basing his scrawlings on the Lp's
and intelligence. Thiswasonlythe clubs and colleges across the nation, appointment,where the receptionist jacket cover, a true sign of critical
beginning of Valby's sardonic including Daytona, Florida during exclaims to the hygenist that she burnout The chapter in Kansas
spring break. Valby has also "can't wait to be en Iightened." The about rock isn't particularly
humor.
Valby demonstrated h is appeared in the movie "Losing It" hygenist warns her that it could overwhelming including only
versatil ity and quick wi t in a song and hopes to appear in another take a few weeks. Meltz after "Linda's Wave: A Wipeout'' as proof
called "Hey Ladi, Ladi Lo." The movie. Besides touring Valby has constant exposure to this sort of that record reviews are the ultimate
audience called out names and made approximately 14 tapes, is th inking almost expects to see · Iiterary expression of the rock era.
Valby thought up derogatory though writing an underground movie, "Mindology - it's a science" on Another encouraging aspect of L.A.
is its mere presence. In such ul trahumorous rhymes with the name. plays hockey, golf, the synthesizer, billboards everywhere. He sums
conservative
times it's hearte n ing
and
is
married
with
a
daughter.
up:
"Which
is
maybe
cute
'n'
No one escaped Valby's words
The second half of the show charming in a 90-minute film about to see Harmony/Crown a major
includ ing Dr. Ruth, Madonna,
publishing Co. printing such
Morton Downey Jr., the Reagans, began with songs about ethn ic Mars or the l960's, but not wtien
or the Iran ians. He even made a groups. He then began to rearrange you're living it, not when it's · adventurous stuff. If Meltzer
connection between Oprah Winfrey the words to the theme song!. from background, foreground or at least becomes a millionaire from Kansas,
so be it. Then again my whole
and Gary Coleman after nuclear "Gilligan's Island" and "The Brady frame most parts of most days."
Bunch." Although Valby's humor
The book splits into eight theory of PAIN and the artist could
mutation. Next, a sing-along called
be washed down the pipes but
"Roll your leg over• sang of things is endless, the show ended with a sections, each describing in detail
there are probably those of you
parody about STD's and his own and cynicism reasons why L.A. is
people would be arrested for in
rendition of "Do Re Me."
one big hicktown and the nadi r of who are asking if L.A. is so bad
museums and hopefully most fathers

-• =

=
=

,.

Dr. Dirty Does It Again!
.

,.,,_ by Ann• St•lmMI

why doesn't he just move in the
first place.
Richard responds: "Anyway, it's
home. Obvously I hate the place,
but I seem to recall hating that
other place ... as well. Livingwise,
home is an overrated concept... So
let's just say it's my office. Best
office I've ever had . With so few
distractions, so damn little I might
actually wanna do out there - outside
my walled, windowed apartment
cum personal office - I stay inside
most days/nights and get things
done .. .In Paris (or somewhere)l'd
be too strongly tempted to go out
and cop a croissant. . .So I stay.
Where's to go anyway? Cleveland?
Unless you know something I don't
it does not appear to be much of a
planet, a world, for living places.
Certainly not for alternative offices."
It can be argued that Meltzer's
pain, his sadistic leanings and
unredemptive values are exactly
how he reaffirms the mere fact that
he is living. Kinda reminds me of
the theory that love and pain
become one in the same when you
begin to assimilate the two as equal
means of affection. Meltzer's
definitely got his problems. His
apathy towards television seems
refreshing until you realize he was
the T.V. critic for an L.A. newspaper
al the time.
The most important question
needed to be answered (and actually
there's two),and I believe Meltzer
sidesteps it purposefully, is What
does one do with one's
misanthropy? Should we seek
resocialization? Or die off in our
own solipsistic mess? Culture is
too mass produced for an "outsider''
at outset to ever merge peacefu Ily
(and with integrity) w ith the status
quo. To turn around Jinbo
Morrison's argument We've got
the guns while mass culture's got
the numbers (and don't doubt for a
minute that mass culture's got guns
also just look around you) and we
the underbelly will not take the
cars out of your garages or the CD
players out of your living room;
we're too busy living off your
crumbs, gathering together your
children and selling them crack.
We preach the communist
manifesto to anyone who wil l listen
while listeningtoearly/mid period
Lou Reed Lp's, turning slowly into
"faggot junkies" and barely living
old men. And yet this is exactly
what YOU want to hear. It ma kes
Madonna all the more safe . We
take the fal I for your closet dreams
and desires. So go ahead and
ignore Richard Meltzer's new book;
it wasn 't written for you anyway.
To answer the second question
Kansas raises, which is Woody
Allen's by authorship: "How can I
enjoy a city where the only
intellectual activity is turning right
on red?" Don't move an inch . It
drives the natives batty.
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"I Know What Girls Like. • •

By Richard O'Shea
It's happened before:, you're
relaxing at a social gathering (o.k.,
a party), casually sipping your
beverage (probably a beer;
screwdriver for the sophisticates),
when you observe a fine anatomical
specimen (i.e.- female) through the
crowd. It's a common scenario,
but what do you do now (and how
often does it work?). Once, just
once, wouldn't you like to know

what's going on in her head? What but by no means should they be
is it that she likes, and more taken as absolute truth. One
importantly, what is it that she constant noted was variation: no
doesn't like? For these answers I two women were alike. If you are
went straightto the experts: I asked not interested in the background
the women themselves what they information, skip to the next
paragraph. If you are interested,
liked.
read on: these results .....-ere compiled
Granted, these results were from 100 surveys taken from women
derived from hours of tedious of Kean College. This represents
research compiled through surveys, approximately 13.5% of the female
on-ca mpus population (7 50
females; 1200 total- provided by
Bob Maslo, Housing Office), or
1.35% of total population (7396
females; 12372 total- provided by
Yugo.
_ Dr. Ross, Institutional Research).
If you don't like the idea of These figures reflect a three to one
using w-eapons try bringing a moped ratio of women to men on-campus,
to school in your car. This makes three to two total enrollment. The
traveling from your car parked at average age of those surveyed is
the east end of the Vaughn Eames twenty years, with majors diversely
Lot to your class in the science ranging from Physical Education
building a nice day trip.
· to Political Science.
If you can't fit a moped or a
The samples taken seemed to
bike into your Fiero, a can of white outline some basic characteristics:
spray paint might fit easier. Just the 'ideal' man had blue eyes (by a
paint one faculty parking spot white margin of over half) and brown
every day. By summertime the hair (by two thirds choice).
faculty will end up parking in Appearance was ill1)0ltant, coupled
Elizabeth instead of the students!
with intelligence and taste. Warren

==Etc.
By Christopher Burns

Trivia:
Who was the snickering canine
to appear in two different cartoon
series? What were the two shows?
Last Week's Trivia Answer:
Melodie's ears would wiggle as
an indication of danger in Josie
and the Pussycats.
What if...
You advised your mate against
playing ball with an injured arm
because they'd risk injuring it
further, but_they play anway. When
they inevitably get hurt do you bite
your lip off or blurt out those four
fatal words?
Joke of the Week:
Health services being closed
during the Greek Olympics. So
much for the EBX sister who got
hurt at the games and had to go to
the hospital. Hello bills.
Quote of the Week:
A Kean student was sitting in
the Union Square Diner when the
waitress asked him if he'd like
some coffee or some coke. To this
he replied, "Yes, I'd like two lines
please!"
Gripe of the Week:
N0l enough commuter parking
spots near classrooms.

preferred their men in casual
clothing, with a hint of Drakkar
Nair (by one third choice; Polo
came in second with a 20% vote).
Music was always a variation of
Rock; as long as the man knew
what he liked. A man's most
prominant feature should be, by
popular concensus, his eyes. The
ideal height seemed to vary more
than anything else: the average
height is five foot, eleven inches.
However, from sample to sample,
women seemed to prefer men two
to three inches taller than
themselves.
Does this sound
anything like yourself? But wait,
there's more.
Looks aren't everything. If she
had wanted someone who was
just good looking, she'd take out a
mannequin. This is where the
element of personality becomes
involved. The results derived
indicatethatwomen likethedirect
approach. If you want to talk to a
woman, go right up and introduce
yourself. If you have the confidence
and she's interested, the
conversation will flow easily.
Women prefer to talk about

II

something you both have in
common, something you are
knowledgable with.
Often it's wondered what
women like to do when out on a
date: these answers too are soon to
follow. Again, when a woman is
asked out, she prefers being asked
straight out and directly; no beating
around the bush. By a majority,
women like originality on the first
date. Doing something different is
the norm. For the most part, a
meal and conversation play a major
roleintheevening. Onetrendthat
developed strongly is abstinence
on the first date. A woman would
rather spend time getting acquainted
with a man, and enjoy his company.
Naturally, a second date relies
primarily on how well the first
date went. This part is up to you.
I would like to close out with a
thank you to everyone who took
time to fill out a survey for this
project, and, will the person who
filled out survey #126 please stop ·

by

the Independent office? We
have an editor who would love to
meet you.

,, Iwastit rubbing
it in- I just wanted
Eddie to know

the score of
last nights game.''

Solution:
There are a number of possible
solutions to the pathetic parking
situation at Kean. We have lots of
spots. You just have to get here in
time to claim one. I've found that
if you get here ten minutes before
sunrise there are still a few spots
left in the Willis/Hutchinson lot.
Who cares ifyourfirstclassdoesn't
start until 3:05? Take a six-hour
nap. You' II need itto get up at five
a.m. to park tomorrow! If you're
not tired you could always grab a
few beers atthe pub provided that
you splurge seven bucks for a Pub
I.D. and have your birth certificate
permanently tattooed on your
forehead.
I kn ow that there are those days
that you just can't manage to get
on the road before seven a.m. On
those days you'd best forget about
using conventional means to park.
For starters consider buying (or
stealing) a police car. This could
drastically cut down travel time
and parking problems. Just park
wherever you want
Something else I've noticed is
that the campus cops don't look
twice at people driving blue vans
or construction equipment around
the walkways of campus. You
should probablybeabletopickup
a good used Caterpillar back hoe
or bull dozer for under fifty thousand
bucks.
-,·here are also a series of quality
anti-tank weapons on the black
market in convenient downtown
Nev,ark. I have one bolted to the
hood of my car and have found it
to be an effective deterrent to the.
"Park Sharks.• You know who I
mean, those predators of the parking lot who slowly stalk the rows
in their cars and just wait for an
innocent pedestrian to enter the
sea of cars. Th~n they attack.
I've already made three "kills"
this semester alone.
I had a
taxi :lermist stuff them and now
the)''re hanging on the wall of r.,y
office. There's two lrocs and a

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone~

If youtl like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Qud, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T
The right choice.
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es.
Los Angeles

Phoenix

Denver

$99 roundtr ip

$99 round/rip

$99 round/rip

Chicago

$99 round/rip

Seattle

Miami

$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrzp

Aspecial offer for students,
only for American Express®
Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express®Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor f ult-time
students who carry the American Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
-~
Two $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTliWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLI NES
w~t in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK 10 us
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
Specia,lQuarterly Nortmrest Destination Disrounts
throughout 1969-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLD PERKS®
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada-upon

enrollment through this special student offer. ·
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Grtting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes maybe
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
TRAVEL
cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50) , Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
~ Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
9
..,,.._.,,e_..~ mail.© 1989 American Exp~ Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
■
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To Jim King at R.S.I. - Maybe we

To McGraw - When are you gonna

could hook up one night and head
over to Magic Fountain for a Magic
Malt! Love ya! Karen Salay-King

Traci - Forever doesn't seem very

pull out your gun and DRAWi

Melissa - Sorry about Friday night,

JellyJean

Jim Clic - Surprise! Here it is in

CONG RATUIATIONS DOUGALL
HALL - For winning Battle of the

long to me as long as I'm with you.
I'm playing for keeps and I'm playing
to win, but we'll do it day by day.
I promise. Love, Christopher

next time we'll eat first. At least
they were really cool guys. Wasn't
that some good food though? Even
if it was at 2:30 am. Love, Tom

Check It Out! To Blondie - There

Chris 8. - Cross one bridge at a

writing: I LOVE YOU! Forever is a
long time but I just love the thought
of it! Mitzi's Master

Buildings! Youdidagreatjoband
we're proud of you. Love, The

Dougall Staff

To The Phantom - Thou~h opera

was another guy with a Harley
shirt. Where were you sitting?
Harley 1

may not be for us, we still had a
ball at the Met. Just think of how
much fun the cleaning staff had!

Nunz-Where the HELL are you?!!
Spending too much time with the
wife ... are we? Scott, Kim, and

Thank God it's almost Friday. Ruffy

Ms. Fendi

Lisa

Apparition

To The Fish Brothers and Sisters -

ti me and remember not to take Iife
too seriously! Tom

INDY Editorial Board Members This Friday let us all try to be there
on time and not quite so dead!

Your loving Editors
Milk Dud - What's a Jellicle Cat?
Seabee
J.E.C. - I don't need a BMW, fancy
handbags, or even a million dollars.
All I need is you and I'm set for life!
Feel the same? L.A.F.

STUDENT GROUPS!!!
Scheduling for Fall Semester.
Vendors and Bake Sales
will take place
on April 17, 9 am - 3pm
in Student Organization
Conference Roo1n!
Hispanic Festival
Lip Sync
Contest
Audition
When: April 13, 1989
Time: 8:00 P.M.
Place: Browsing Room

8am 8am - Shut the door! Love,
·vied
* *

* * * *

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
indi vidual (s) or gro up(s) in a
derogatory fashion. The paper
disavows pe rsona ls that do not
specifica ll y name individuals o r
gro ups, and disclaims any responsibility for whatever infe rences
readers make. No Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
name and phone #. Without either
· of these, the personal will not run.

GO GREEK!
FIRST ANNUAL
FACULTY STAFF

vs.

FRATERNITY BASKETBALL GAME
Date: Thursday, April 13, 1989
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: D'Angola-Main Gym
Faculty Staff Team Will be Coached by President Weiss

Halftime Trivia Contest
(Greek Olympic T-Shirts Will Be Awarded as prizes)

Fee: Your School Spirit

Weekly Crossword Puzzle
Last Week's Solution
ACROSS
1 Heraldry: abbr.
4 List of
candidates
9 Prohibit
12 DOE
13 Ardent
14 Rubber tree
15 Pill
17 Eat in small bits
19 Eagle's nest
21 Cry
22 Surfeit
24 Scold
26 Shine brightly
29 Declares
31 Hindu cymbals
33 Period of time
34 Earth goddess
35 Still
37 Speck
39 Exists
40 Branch
42 Emerge
victorious

Song must be 3 minutes long.
For more info contact:

.Berkis Castro
289-4049
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

44
46
48
50
51
53
55
58
61
62
64

65
66
67

Brimless cap
Portico
Vessel
Part in play
Southern
blackbird
Most
unpleasant
Country of
Central
America
Seesaw
White House
nickname
Fairy in " The
Tempest"
Guido's high
note
Small lump
Untidy
Pinch

DOWN
1 Joint
2 Piece out
3 Tell

S E

S N E

D R

4 Prophet
5 Language of
ancient Rome
6 Symbol for
silver

7 Decade
8 Goddess of
discord
9 Delusive
scheme
10 Everyone
11 Female ruff
16 Wary: slang
18 Marsh
20 Dine
22 Epic sea tales
23 Ward off
25 Mild exoletive
27 Bay window
28 Devastate
30 Stitch
32 Tennis stroke
36 Gratuity
38 Brief
41 Groaned
43 At present
45 Decayed
47 Collection of
facts
49 Carries
52 Mohammedan
priest
54 Depend on
55 Animal 's foot
56 Arabian
garment
57 Metric measure
59 Yalie
60 Knock
63 Island: abbr.
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KEAN COLLEGE PEACE FAIR

Every· Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
Call Hotline for location at

Thursday, April 13, 1989
10-6 pm College Center
12 :30 pm Little Theatre

527-2330 or 527-2360

Goals, Discussion and questions with:

Catholic Mass
Every Sunday
7 p.m. Downs Hall

Sponsored by:
Catholic Student Org.

Room B

ENRICH YOUR EDUCATION
and
GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
through a
WASIUNGTON, D.C. INTERNSHIP
in
ALL MAJOR FIELDS
and
CAREER AREAS

•American Friends Service Committee
.
•Maryknoll Missionaries
•Union County Sane/Freeze
•Beyond War
•Partners in Peacemaking
•Bridges for Peace
•International Students Association
•Pax Christi of Union/Somerset
•World Federalist Association
•United Nations Association
•Amnesty International

fflE WASIUNGTON CENTER
1101 Fourteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)-289-8680

WHAT ARE YOU RECEIVING
IN FINANCIAL AID FOR 1989-90?

All faculty and students are invited to seek further information on this credit earning full semester or summer
program, including the possibility of tuition waivers, from Dr. Howard Rubin (T-115; 527-2413).

AWARDS WEEK MAY 1-5

ATTENTION: ALL ACTORS
DIRECTOR'S WORKSHOP IS HERE!
THRILLING ... INVIGORATING ... EXCITING .. .PULSATING ... If you ever wanted to be an
actor, or would just like a part of the old "spotlight", then these adjectives describe just what
you are looking for!!
Director's Workshop is a series of plays which are directed by your fellow students. Some
playwrites being used include Simon, Albie, and Fletcher. There will be eleven shows in all.
All shows have LARGE parts for those who want a BIG taste of the spotlight. There are also
smaller parts available for those people who just want a taste of the world of acting.
This is a great way to have fu n, make new friends, and show what you've got on stage.
There is NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. This is an opportunity you will not want to miss!!!
Hope to see you on April 18th at auditions in the Vaughn-Eames building.
***CAST LIST WILL BE POSTED APRIL 19, ON THE CALL BOARD***
ZOO STORY

,,

BY EDWARD ALBEE

Students who have submitted all required
forms to the Financial Aid Office may
come in, by appointment, to have awards
processed for the 1989-90 academic year.

The Kean College Band,
conducted by Prof. Tom Herron, will present a concert in Wilkins Theatre on the
Kean College campus Tuesday, Aprn 18 at
8:00 PM. The program will include compositions by Holst, Bach, Vaughan Williams,
Bennet, and Gossec. Free.

.

l'M HERBERT

BY ROBERT ANDERSON

PLAZA SUITE

BY NEIL SIMON

THE ODD COUPLE

BY NEIL SIMON

FOOL'S PARADISE

BY PEG LYNCH

Date

Time

Event

CROSSING THE BAR

BY DON NIGRO

Saturday

6:00 pm

Intercultural Food Festival

SOMETHING TO EAT

BY NORMAN RHODES

Sunday

3:00pm

HE WHO GETS HOOKED

BY ABERT CARRIERE

Poetry/Dramatic Monologues Little Theatre
Dr. Israel Rodriguez &
Senorita Anreus

Monday

12:30pm

Images/lmagenes Video
Festival

7:30pm

Opening Dinner
(By Invitation Only)

12:30 pm

Rally

Sloan Lounge

Mid-Day Live Jazz

Sloan Lounge

BY LUCILLE FLETCHER

SORRY, WRONG NUMBER
THE STONEWATER RAPTURE

BY DOUG WRIGHT

DID YOU EVER GO TO P.S. 43

BY MICHAEL SCHULMAN

REMEMBER - ALL ROLES ARE OPEN TO ALL MEMBERS
OF THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY.

LATIN FESTIVAL WEEK '89
PROGRESO• LATINO• EN •KEAN COLLEGE

Tuesday

Wednesday 1:00 pm

Location
Downs Hall

Sloan Lounge
Downs Hall

NOCHE DE GALA

The Art History Spring Lecture

ANDY WARHOL RECONSIDERED:

7:30pm

Culture Clash
Lipsync Contest

3:00 p.m

Eilm: Stand & Deliver

Some new perspectives
By Donna De Salvo
Thursday, April 13th - 5:00 pm VE 112

•Thursday

Examine the myth of Andy Warhol, the king of Pop Art. Get new perspectives on the
man and his art. Donna De Salvo is a New York based independent curator specializing in Contemporary Art. A former curator at the Dia Art Foundation, Donna is
currently curator of a show at Grey Art Gallery of NYU entitled, "Success is a Job
in New York: The Early Art and Business of Andy Warhol." Donna has attended the
Graduate Art History Program at Hunter College and is a 1977 graduate of Kean
College. All are invited. Pop Art refreshments will be served. Sponsored by the Art
History Faculty and the Art History Club.

Saturday

5-10:00 pm Springfest
7:00pm

Little Theatre
Little Theatre
J-100
VE Parking Lot

Closing Dance
Live Bands & DJ
Tickets at Door

CC Cafeteria

Sponsored by: ASPIRA, Foreign Lange Department, HACE, PROUD,
SCSC, Student Organization, Division of Student Services.

APRIL 22 - 29, 1989
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----Campus
lntramuralsCLASSIFIEDS--·
IMPORTANT NOTICE

RIIIARCH PAPIRI

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Contemporary NJ Girl's
coo Resident Camp seeks quali-

16,278 to choose from-all subjects
Order Catalog Tod ay wilh Visa/MC or

••• sqnq;l~~J;~~2622 ~~ ~:ffc:.~~~~Spy:1:r:.~
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research -Auistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025

__
cu_st_om_
re...
sea....
rc_ha_
lso....av.....
ai_lab_
1e-..;a....
11 1eve_
1s ____.

PART TIME JOB

I

Deliveries, shipping, office
cleanup, flexible hours. Must
work Saturdays, must have car,
must have references. 964.1536, ask for Camille.
CRUISE SHIPS JOBS

Now hiring Men and Women.
Summer and Career Opportuntties. Excellent Pay, plus World
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW! (206)736-7000, Ext. 478C

also needed: Gymnastics,
Mime, Karate, Drama, Video,
A&C., Dance, Sailing. Call
(201 )232-3236.
CAR FOR SALE!

WANTED!

To share a house in Roselle
Park - very close to Kean College!! Prefer someone with a
sense of humor! Call 241-4595
TODAY!!!
ATTENTION Bl-LINGUAL
STUDENTS Ill

PART TIME: Excellent salary,

Morris Avenue_office, no typing. Flexible hours around class
schedule. Call 687-982111 :00
am to 9:00 pm.

Apply your education this
summer. Local company has
positions available in marketing, advertising and entry level
management. For more information call (201)-450-0024, Ext. Employment Opportunities
Available in the exciting field
27P.
of Automotive Retailing. Justus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
WORD PROCESSING
West Caldwell. (201 )-226-7878
Term papers? Reports? Resumes/cover letters? WE CAN

HELP! Satisfaction guaranteed.
FREE pickup/delivery. Word
processing training. Student
discount! Imprint Word Processing (201 )-763-0484.
FOUND

Car Registration. If you can
identify, call Dana at 355-7239.
HAVING A PARTY?

Call Muzik Nonstop for great
sounds at a reasonable price.
We will play your favorite dance,
Top 40, and rock tunes. D.J.
Helder Rebelo 997-8388
FOUND

14k Name Chait Call 233-2872
after 6:00 p.m.
19" GE Color TV

Purchased in 1982 for $359 ,
asking $125, Call Tim 527.22.77
between 9:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m.
Fly as courier - Huge savings
on major airlines: Milan/ Madrid/
Paris/ Rome/ Frankfurt/ Brussels/ Rio/ Santiago/ Buenos
Aires/ Mexico City/ Caracas/
Guatemala/ Hong Kong/
Sydney/ San Juan/ LA/ Bermuda/Israel & more! NONVOYAGER (212) -431-1616

LSAT
Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personalized
LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable Cost.

Or. Blank 966 · 9054

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS
OFFICE, EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122.

AQUATIC AEROBICS NOW BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS POOL

COUNSELORS

TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
5:30 PM· 6:30 P.M.

Men's and Women's Sauna
Now Open in the East Campus Locker Rooms
From 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Friday
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
KARATE CLUB BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS
THE KARA TE CLUB IS NOW MEETING
ON THE EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
1:40 PM - 3:00 PM
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
ANYONE FROM THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY MAY JOIN BRING YOUR
COLLEGE I.D., WEAR COMFORT ABLE CLOTHES, AND ENJOY!

Gain vauable experience in your
field working at Our House,
Inc.training 6 mentally retarded
group home residents in independent living skills. Creative,
rewarding positions:

NEW AEROBIC CLASS! INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Weekend Asst. Mgr. - Fri. 3-11
PM; Sat. & Sun. 7 AM -11 PM
in Millington
Asst. Mgr. - Thurs. 2-1 O PM ;
Fri. 7 AM-11 PM ;andSun.3-11
PM in Union
Relief Mgr. -Mon., Tues., Wed.,
and Fri. 7 AM - 9 AM and 2 PM
-10 PM in Union
Counselor - Mon. thru Fri. 7
AM - 3 PM in Summit
A.M. Counselor - Mon. thru Fri.
7 AM-9 AM in Millington

Weight Room Tour and Instruction

Competttive salaries. Excellent
full-time benefits. Call June
Anderson 464-8008.
WORD PROCESSING

GET OFF FOR LESS!

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED FOR SUMMER SESSION JUNE 26, 1989 TO
AUGUST 3, 1989 MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 12:00 NOON - 8:00 PM.

1980 Pontiac LeMans Station
Wagon in good running condition. $450 or best offer. Call
233-8404.
Drivers for physically and
mentally handicapped and
elderly clients. Flexible work
schedule available. Transportation services run from 7 a.m.
to 1O p.m. daily. $6.32/hour.
Knowledge of Union County
area preferred. Call 486-6230
between 1O and 3 PM to arrange an interview appointment
at Catholic Community Services, Linden, New Jersey.

ROOMMATE WANTED!!

.....

Term papers, theses, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Jet-quality
printing. FREE pickup/delivery.
Word processing training. Call
for student discount! Imprint
Word Processing. (201 )-7630484.

Women's Six-way fashion

sock in assorted colors. $5.95
a pair or 2 pairfor$10.00. Call
Vincent, 744-4667.
Twenty-Minutes For $5.00

(No, its not what you're thinking). Needed male students for
Thesis Questionaire regarding
Father Absence and success.
Call Paul Klein at 463-0242.
Needed your help. Male students (Ages 18-30) from separated, divorce, or father-absent .
family. Short questionaire to
be answered.

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129

Now available to all Kean College students, faculty /staff and administration -r;, ersonalized, oneto-one instruction on weight training, body building, nutrition, weight loss a,,d weight gain. Instruction is given on Wednesdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. only mid you must sign up
for an appointment. Call the recreation office at 527-2229 or stop by th 1 • East Campus, Room
122.

CO-REC SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
SPRING 1989
TEAM NAME
1. ACCIDENT'S HAPPEN
2. THE DEVILS
3. NU DELTA Pl

4. STUCK WITH WARING
5. WHO'S ON FIRST?
6. MASZCAK't, MAD DOGS

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

THURSDAY
4/13/89

2 VS. 3

1 VS.5

6VS. 4

TUESDAY
4/18/89

1 VS.3

5VS. t,

4VS. 2

THU RSDAY
4/20/89

4VS.5

1 vs. 2

3VS.6

TUESDAY
4/25/89

1 vs. 6

3 VS.4

2 VS.5

THURSDAY
4/27/89

6VS.4

1 vs. 5

2VS.3

TUESDAY
5/2/89

4VS.1

6VS. 2

5VS.3

THURSDAY
5/4/89

5VS.6

1 vs. 5

4VS.2

TUESDAY
5/9/89

4:30A \!S. D
5:30 e VS. C

THURSDAY
5/11:/89

A-D VS.
WINNER B-C
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"HOW I IIADE 818,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

'

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the ·
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds UJ? to $18,000-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.

*In Ha waii : 737-5255 ; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam : 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix ): 773-6438; New Jersey : 800-452 -5794 . In Alaska. consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r--------------------1
MAIL TO: Army National Guard , P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
___________OM O F
NAM E
ADDRESS
CITY/ STATE/Z IP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ US CITIZEN.D YES D NO
AREA CODE PHONE

'i, il a'

BIRTH DATE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
-=-=-occ-==u.,,..,.,PAT~IO-N- - - - - -

1

ST UDENT D HIGH SCHOOL D COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SE~VICE D YES D NO
BRANCH

RANK

Nllllanal Guard

AFM/ MOS

Tl-tE !HfOAMAflON YOUYCllUNTARILY PAOYIOf.. lHCl.UOIMG YOUA SOCIAlSECUAIT't' MlMBCA

L

A1CLJC17Q49NP

W>LLB<us,o,c,.,.cou,..,""''°" 50'"-'"""'socw.s,w,,v. . -o
WILL IE USEO TO AHALYZER£SPONSET0 Tl«SAON.JTN0AlfYIOUSC· SOJ

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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lN DE PEN DENT ELECTION APPLICATION: This is an application for Editorial
Board positions on the Independent. Al I
positions on the board, with the exception
of Editor-in-Chief, are open to any student.
Anyone running for Editor-in-Chief must
have at least a year on the Editorial Board.
Each position, with the exception of Managing Editor and the Editor-in-Chief, has two
assistant positions available. Positions
available are:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Graphics Editor
Photography Editor Copy Editor
Opinion Editor
Cultural Editor
Business Manager Secretary
Advertising Manager
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The Class

of 1989
Presents:

SENIOR PROM 189
to be held on

MAY 5TH
at
The Marriott Hotel
Park Ridge, New Jersey

For a description of position responsibilities, contact the Independent at 355-0174,
Extension 2339.

•

r------------------,

Bids for seniors only will be sold:
April 10-14

I

1Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone_ __

I

17-21

rddress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'--

Any remaining bids will be sold, first-come, first-served:
April 24-28

position applying for_ _ _ _ _ __
I
Previous
experience- - - - - - - I

Semf-Formal Attire
Tickets Available in the Student Center
Sponsored by Stud. Org. & Class of 1989

:BELOW THIS LINE: OFFICIAL USE ONLY
V\pproval
~nitia\s____ Date_ _ _Time_ _ _.

L------------------~

CANRAILPASS

Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.
The romance
of train travel

There's never been a better time to see Canada by train.
Now, with VIA Rail's new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It's your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style.

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
freedom to move around and opportunities to meet other traveling adventurers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
cnoice. Don't forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new
friends you'll make'

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility
The moment you own a Canrailpass
is the moment you own the country.
You may travel anywhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want. Canrailpass is designed for
the 'plan as you go' traveler. You can
even add days prior to your first departure .

VIA trains
cover the country
As Canada's passenger train network
VIA Rail has over I I , I 00 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities. It's a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can

s

T

u

D

E

T

C

H

A

R

T

UP TO A MAXIMUM
8 DAYS
15 DAYS
OF 15 EXTRA DAYS
....
, C-0-AST- - - _,....N/ A - - - ,-i-20_
3_ _ _ 1$4.25 / doy
TO-COAST
UP TO A MAXIMUM
MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

$ 59.00

$135.00
$ 144.00

AU pnces quo ted m U.S. lund s based on conversion from
Conodion funds. Prices subject lo change due to
t!uctuot•ons in currency.

Canada's Passenger Train Network

N

OF 7 EXTRA DAYS
-N-/A
_ _ _ $4.25 / doy
N/ A
$4 .25 / doy
_$4 .25 /doy
1N/ A

For complete details, call your travel
agent or VIA Rail in the following
states:
I 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, IO, KS,
LA, MS, MT,.ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY.
I 800 361-367-1: CT, NY, RI.
I 800387- 1144: AR, IA, IL, IN, Ml, MN,
MO, OH, WI.
I 800 561-3949: AL, DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT,WV.
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SPORTS

Baseball
Above

Kean Softba 11
Camp ...

.500 ....

LaCr.rz~~.e Drops First Two of Season
1

After starting off with a 5-0
record, t~e Kean College lacrosse
team, which had scored an average
of 12_.4 goals pe~ game through
that time, found itself cooled off
somewhatthis past week in losing,
8-6, to FDU-Madison, and 6-5, to
N.Y. Maritime. The latter defeat
came with just 15 seconds to go in
the first overtime period.
Kean, which is scheduled to
face West Chester in a makeup
game at home this Wednesday,
April 12, had its first so-so effort of
the year against FDU-Madison, with
the visiting Jersey Devils running
to an 8-3 lead after three quarters
ofplayinwet,slickconditions. To
their credit, the 5-2 Cougars
mounted a comeback on fourthperiod goals from Sean Carl in and
Scott Moskowitz (who had two),
but it wasn't to avoid defeat. While
Kean did have the advantage in

shots on goal, 37-28, opposing
netminder Brian Whitely came up
with 19 big saves to thwart the
high-scoring Kean offense. A heavy
rain began falling by game's end.

-

Moskowitz, a sophomore
attackman from Edison, added a
goal against Maritime, giving him
a team-leading total of 15.
Teammates Rich Nolley, Mark
Maietta, Pat Donnelly and Carlin
also scored, but a tally from Matt
Christopherson enabled the
Privateers to walk away with the
win. TheCougarsenjoyed a48-18
bulge in shots on goal.
"We hate to lose games like
that," said Kean head coach Hawley
Waterman of his team's overtime
defeat, "but it happens sometimes.
We have to put these two losses
behind us, and go back to scoring
the way we did earlier.•

r----------------------------·The
__i_ac_r_osse
__t..:.ea..:.m.:.:_:d:.:_:ropped

Baseball Teatn Stays Above .500
By Marc Schiman
In
raindro b e t ween
th t h th e b many
h
b t ps
a
ave roug tf
a ou a Iarge amount o
to~pon~":~i'ately, th e Ke:
t O ,~
team m~nag
0 g~
f?ur g~mes t~is hpast
~ee '. osing t ree O t em,
mcludm~ two by one run. T~,
after l~smg, 17~6, to Montclair
State '" the f1~st game of a
?oubl~header this past Saturday
m Union, the Cou_gars snapped
a ~hr~-game l?smg st~eak by
wm_nmg, 9-6, 1~ the nightcap
against _the Indians, who left
town with an 11-4 record.
The Cougars, who are now
at 8-7 overall, were able to stay
within a 5-3 ~r~in d Montcl~ir
after seven mnmgs of play m
t h e ~ , but a 12-run ou~rst ·
by MSC m the top of the eighth
put the game completely out of
reach . In the second game,

T

· 1t. ·was the Cougars'
however,
t urn for a b'1g •inn •mg; coming
• to
bat with the score deadlocked
at 3-3 in the top of the fifth,
Kean tallied six times to nail
down its first New Jersey Athletic
Conference win of the season.
Following a run-scoring
groundout by first baseman Jim
Hopke and a bases-loaded walk
from Gary Curran, second
baseman Brian Chapman of ,
Garwood stepped to the plate
and belted a grand-slam home
run to left, thus capping the sixrun outburst. Despite three runs
by MSC in the bottom of the
inning, Kean, behind the relief
efforts of senior Tom Watts
held on for a big win againstth;
No.2 ranked team nationwide
in Div. 3. Watts, a senior from
East Brunswick, came on in relief
of starter Rich Stroka with two
outs in the fifth, and shut the

•
door the remainder
of the way
to recor d t he win,
· h'1sth'1rd of
the year against two defeats.
Technically, Kean, despite
playing on its home field, served
as the visitor in the nightcap.
The big man offensively for
the week was none other than
junior Jim Wiewiorski of Linden,
who bashed three solo homers,
two doubles and scored six runs,
while going 6-for-11 overall for
a .545 pace. The team leader in
hits (22) and batting average
(.407), "Ski" owns a .625 average
in NJAC play.
"We did all the things in
that second game that v.re needed
to do,• said Kean head coach
Paul Schwendel, whose team
has five games on tap for this
week, including a doubleheader
this Saturday against Ramapo
in-Mahwah. "It was an emotional
win for us.•

matches to N. Y. Maritime and FDU _ Madison.

Independent
File Plooto

Netters Enjoy Best Start Since '79

By Pete Leter
It hasn't been this good, this managed to record five wins, all at
early in 10yearsnow, but heading singles just before a late afternoon
into th is week's action, the Kean ~ownp~>Ur made further play
College men's tennis team, with a 1mposs1ble. Andy Brynczka of
5-3 record, had a chance to equal Clifton, Joe Grande of Westfield,
the 1979 Kean squad's 6-3 start_ Rudy Bonnin of No. Pla infield,
th~ kind of start that hasn't been Brian Erickson of Rutherford and
matched since.
Carl Sylvester of Union all won
While rain forced the their matches to make for an official
postponement of two matches and 5-0 Kean victory. The other singles
barely missed washing out a third, match, as well as all three doubles
the Cougars still won two of three contests, fell by the wayside.
matches this past week, rebounding
Against FDU-Madison, it wasn't
from a 6-3 defeat to Rutgers-Camden quite as easy. What brought about
by blanking Wagner 5-0, rain- thetightwinwasthefactthatKean
shortened affair, and then tookfourdthesixsinglesmatches,
outpointing FDU-Madison three before winning the first of three
days later, April 8, in a 5-4 thriller. doubles battles by a narrow score.
"So far, the team has done ......-ell," Walt Michels of Maplewood, who
said Kean coach Bill Prisco, whose had been stopped by the rain of
team was set for another five-match three days earlier, won his match
week, with King's Point, Ramapo, 6-1, 6-1, as did Grande (7-5, 6-1 ),
Stevens Tech., Upsala and Montclair , Bonnin (6-2, 6-1 ), and Sylvester
State to provide the competition. (6-1, 6-3). The first doubles tandem
FDU was • a clutch match for us. d Grande and &ickson then "came
That gives our team confidence. out of nowhere" to win, 4-6, 6-4,
We had lost one like that to Seton 6-3, thus clinching the overall
Hall (5-4 on March 20). They have match. The Grande-Erickson duo,
that inner confidence now. I'm already down a match, had to come
just looking forward to this week.• from a 3-love deficit before winning
Against Wagner, the Cougars the middle match.

#18 Vic Jusino knocks a base hit for the Cougars.

Softball Summer Camp Slated
The serond annual Kean College
Softball Camp, one that will stress
fundamentals of the game, will
take place on the week of July 1721 on the grounds of the school's
East Campus in Hillside from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. The camp
is open to girls from the ages of 1 0
up to senior status in high school.
Under the guidance of Cougar

head softball coach Nancy Plantz,
campers will cover numerous
aspects of the game, including
pitching and catching, hitting, game
play, and other strategies. The event
is for day campers only.
Included as part of the $150
cost will be free T-shirts, player
evaluations, videotaping and camp
awards.

''This will be a great learning
experience for the girls," said Plantz.
"Everyone should comeawayfrom
this with a better understanding of
the game, and they'll have some
fun in learning at the same time."

f

(

Further information is avai Iable
by calling Plantz at either 5273033 or 527-2436.
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Jim Smith backhands the ball. The tennis team has scored impressive
wins.
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